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1 Chapter

Introdu tion
Stru ture formation by self-assembly in many parti le systems has been the
subje t of intensive s ienti

resear h during the past de ades. In a large

variety of systems, due to their thermal motion and intera tion the parti les
aggregate and build-up

lusters with a large variety of stru tural proper-

ties. Diusion driven aggregation of parti les has been extensively studied
in the 80's and 90's and by today this problem is well understood. However,
stru ture formation when the intera tion of the parti les has a dominant
role in the pro ess has been mu h less investigated. A spe ial type of attra tion driven self-assembly o
(also

urs in ele tro- and magnetorheologi al uids

alled smart uids) whi h are

omposed of parti les suspended in an

ele tro-magneti ally passive vis ous liquid. The parti les either have a permanent dipole moment or attain an indu ed moment due to polarization
when subje ted to an external ele tri
ids the long range anisotropi

or magneti

eld. In rheologi al u-

intera tion and the inherent frustration of the

dipolar parti le system result in a large variety of interesting phenomena
from

luster- luster aggregation to the formation of

various types of symmetry.

rystalline latti es with

Sin e the presen e of aggregates also

the rheologi al and opti al properties of the

olloid, whi h

hanges

an easily be

ontrolled by external elds, rheologi al uids have a large variety of te hnologi al appli ations. Dipolar monolayers are obtained when the motion of

2
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parti les is restri ted to the two-dimensional plane. Su h two-dimensional
systems provide a deep insight into the dynami s of pattern formation and
to the stru ture of aggregates, furthermore, open up possibilities to study
the statisti al physi s of low dimensional systems su h as the phenomena of
two-dimensional melting and stru tural phase transitions.
Binary

olloidal dispersions are obtained when two types of parti les with

dierent material properties, mass, size,
a vis ous liquid. Su h

harge, number, ... are suspended in

olloids have re ently been found to show interesting

aggregation phenomena with novel stru tural and kineti
simplest realization of binary
having positive and negative

properties.

olloids is a 1:1 mixture of two
harges. Binary

The

omponents

olloids are involved in a large

variety of natural phenomena and have potential industrial appli ations from
waste water treatment through mineral otation to

ell re overy, whi h

alls

for a thorough experimental and theoreti al investigation.
During my Ph.D. studies I investigated the stru tural and dynami

prop-

erties of so- alled binary dipolar monolayers (BDM). BDMs are planar
loidal systems

ol-

ontaining two sorts of parti les whi h have a permanent or

indu ed dipole moment. The dire tion of the dipole moment of the parti les
is xed to be perpendi ular to the plane of motion and has opposite orientation for the two

omponents.

alled Ising dipolar systems.

Be ause of these features, BDMs are also

The rst experimental realization of BDMs

was presented only very re ently by sedimenting two types of parti les in a
liquid and subje ting the system to an AC ele tri
bottom plate of the

eld perpendi ular to the

ontainer. The parti les attained an indu ed dipole mo-

ment whi h had opposite orientation (up and down) in a
range of the driving eld.

Depending on the

ertain frequen y

omposition of the system

and on the driving frequen y, a large variety of novel stru ture formation
has been reported. However, due to te hni al limitations these experiments
ould not provide a quantitative insight into the stru ture and dynami s of
binary dipolar monolayers but initiated an intensive resear h in this eld.
The goal of my Ph.D. was to

arry out a thorough experimental and

3

theoreti al investigation in order to understand self-assembly pro esses in
binary dipolar monolayers, to identify the most important parameters of
the system governing the pattern sele tion, to explore all possible stru tures
and to study the statisti al physi s of this spe ial two-dimensional system.
I

onstru ted a simple and straightforward experimental te hnique whi h

over omes the former di ulties and provides an easy-to- ontrol realization
of binary dipolar monolayers. Based on this te hnique I wanted to explore
the behavior of BDMs varying its parameters in a broad range.

Parallel

to the experiments I worked out a realisti

aptures

model of BDMs whi h

all the relevant features of binary dipolar
sumption I

ould obtain analyti

but in its entire

sults of analyti

solution for

omplexity the model

omputer simulations.

olloids.

Under simplifying as-

ertain parti le

ongurations,

an only be treated numeri ally by

Confronting the experimental ndings with the re-

al ulations and

omputer simulations I

ould substantially

improve the understanding of binary dipolar monolayers.
The stru ture of the thesis is the following: Chapter 2 gives an overview
of the literature of stru ture formation in rheologi al systems by summarizing the most important experimental and theoreti al results and basi
notions of the eld. The se ond main part of the thesis presents the results
of my resear h. Chapter 3 summarizes the experimental te hnique demonstrating its

apabilities. In Chapter 4 I present my model of BDMs and the

omputer simulation te hnique I applied to determine the time evolution of
the parti le system. The dynami s of BDMs strongly depend on the

on en-

tration of parti les that's why rst I present the results on the stru tural and
kineti

aspe ts of heteroaggregation in Chapter 6, whi h is followed by the

analyzes of

rystal stru tures of dipoles in Chapter 7. As a pe uliar behavior

of BDMs, in Chapter 8 I demonstrate that so- alled mole ular
stru tures

an be formed by dipolar parti les,

and orientational order.

i.e.

rystalline

stru tures with positional

2 Chapter

Motivations
The goal of this

hapter is to give an overview of the most important experi-

mental and theoreti al studies on the stru ture formation in two-dimensional
dipolar systems.

I introdu e the basi

notions of the eld, furthermore, I

review the results known in the literature, whi h motivated our resear h.

2.1 Rheologi al uids - dipolar monolayers
Rheologi al uids are usually
magneti ally passive liquid.
moment or

omposed of parti les suspended in an ele troThe parti les either have a permanent dipole

an attain an indu ed dipole moment when subje ted to an

external ele tri

or magneti

eld. The long-range anisotropi

dipolar inter-

a tion and the inherent frustration of the system result in very interesting
ordering phenomena and stru ture formation [31, 102, 40℄. Starting from a
random initial
ing

onguration, the parti les usually aggregate and form grow-

lusters with a large variety of stru tural properties.

growing aggregates
olloid whi h
of external

an be

The presen e of

hanges also the rheologi al and opti al properties of the
ontrolled by the external eld. Due to the possibility

ontrol, rheologi al uids have a large number of appli ations

in dampers, smart breaks, hydrauli

ontrols, servo valves, sho k absorbers,

furthermore, in opti al lters and stru tural

omposites [6, 81, 99, 75℄.

2.2
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In rheologi al uids, we are interested in, the parti les typi ally have
spheri al shape with a radius ranging from a few

µm

to 100

µm.

Sophis-

ti ated te hniques have been developed to fabri ate glass spheres in the
mi rometer range on the surfa e of whi h a layer of material with high magneti

sus eptibility is evaporated (typi ally a ni kel layer). In these

olloids,

due to the relatively large parti le size (mass) the thermal noise does not
have a relevant ee t on the motion of parti les so that under normal
ditions the parti le system has a deterministi

on-

time evolution. In order to

get a deeper insight into the stru ture and dynami s of rheologi al uids,
in the experiments the motion of parti les is often restri ted to two dimensions resulting in a parti le monolayer. Dipolar monolayers
by

an be realized

onning the parti les to the air-liquid or liquid-liquid interfa e, or by

sedimenting the parti les to the bottom of a liquid
parti les are in

ontainer.

When the

onta t with the hard ground, additional te hniques su h as

putting the system on a vibrating table are applied to redu e the fri tion
for e [6, 45, 38, 7, 79, 80℄. The experimental setups used to study stru ture
formation of dipolar parti les are realizations of
with a long range anisotropi

lassi al many-body systems

intera tion. In the following the presentation

is restri ted to quasi two-dimensional systems, for the three-dimensional systems we refer to the literature. One of the main advantages of the systems we
onsider is that they make possible to study a broad range of physi al phenomena from aggregation through

rystallization to the

omplex dynami s

of many-body systems.

2.2 Stru ture formation by self-assembly
As early as the 1970's, de Gennes and Pin us predi ted [14℄ that without a
magneti

eld the magneti

oriented

hains

an external eld

parti les suspended in a liquid form randomly

ompeting with

H

losed rings and extended

the aggregates

tion, whi h then merge and form
dynami s of magneti

hange to

lusters. Under

hains along the eld dire -

olumns of parti les. In order to study the

parti le systems in two dimensions magnetization-

6
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PSfrag repla ements

2.1. Figure: Clusters formed by dipolar parti les in the absen e of an external
eld varying the
and rings,

(b, c)

on entration.
in reasing the

(a) At low

on entrations the parti les form

on entration more

ontrollable mi rospheres were fabri ated by

omplex aggregates o

hains

ur [100℄.

oating uniform-sized glass

beads with a ni kel layer of a given thi kness [100, 23, 77℄.

Using su h

mi rospheres they found that the features of pattern formation in two dimensions are in good agreement with the theoreti al predi tions [14℄: At
low

on entrations, most mi rospheres form

neously, some

hains or

lusters

on entration is in reased,
ever, when the
and

hains and

lose themselves to form rings. When the

onne ted rings and larger

on entration was in reased above a

hains merged to form

lusters. Simulta-

losed

lusters appear. Howertain value, all rings

lusters or net-like stru tures. Examples

of two dimensional dipolar systems are presented in Fig. 2.1 varying the
parti le

on entration in the absen e of an external magneti

parti les were sedimented in sili on oil to the bottom of the
ilitate the motion of parti les, the
One

eld. Here the
ontainer. To fa-

ontainer was slightly vibrated verti ally.

an observe the formation of rings (Fig. 2.1(a)) then the transition to

the labirinthin stru ture as the

on entration is in reased in Figs. 2.1(b, c).

Subje ting the system to a homogeneous external magneti
aggregation pro ess drasti ally

eld, the

hanges. The dipole moments of the parti les

get aligned with the eld, hen e, the aggregation pro ess favors the formation

2.2
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rag repla ements

~
H

b)

a)
2.2. Figure:

c)

d)

Experimental examples for the aggregation of permanent dipoles

in a homogeneous external magneti

eld.

Initially the parti les were randomly

dispersed on the liquid surfa e. Then the parti les aggregate
hains whi h join into longer and longer

of

hains

(b, c, d)

(a)

and form short

aligned with the eld

~.
H

hains along the eld dire tion. In the example presented in Fig. 2.2, the

mi rometer sized parti les were oating on the surfa e of sili on oil so that
they

ould move without the disturbing ee t of fri tion.

1

2.2.1 Theoreti al approa hes to aggregation
The kineti s of irreversible aggregation is usually des ribed by Smolu howski's
mean eld theory where

oagulation pro esses

an be written in terms of the

following rea tion s heme

Kij

Ai + Aj −→ Ai+j ,
where
and

j

Ai

denotes a

luster of mass

i

[98℄.

meet, they join irreversibly to form a

governed by the
systems

onstant

Kij .

onsidered,

i.e.

When two

lusters; spatial

lusters of mass

luster of mass

Smolu howski's kineti

hara terized by a low

ollisions among

(2.1)

i+j

i

at a rate

theory well des ribes

on entration of parti les with only binary
orrelations of the

ondensed phase are not

the intera tions are of short ranged.

Meakin, Kolb, Botet, and Julien developed a omputer aggregation model
of Brownian parti les, whi h undergo diusive motion and sti k together to
1

Pi tures made by Weijia Wen at the Hong Kong University of S ien e and Te hnology.

Private

ommuni ation.
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lusters [50, 36, 37℄. They generalized the diusion limited aggre-

gation (DLA) pro ess [103℄, where only single parti les
diusion of all

lusters. This model is denoted as the

gation (CCA) model, where the newly formed
single parti les and

an diuse, allowing
luster- luster aggre-

lusters diuse along with the

ontinue to grow by aggregation when they meet other

lusters or parti les.

When the parti les join together on a rst

it is referred to as the diusion limited

onta t,

luster aggregation (DLCA) model.

Later on several improvements of this model have been proposed, whi h
take into a

ount also the long range anisotropi

intera tion of parti les

[23, 52, 84, 86℄. These models remove some limitations of the Smolu howski
mean eld theory and enable studies of higher
taking into a

ount the spatial and long range

on entrations of parti les
orrelations between them.

Vi sek and Family pointed out that the time evolution of su h aggregating systems obeys some general s aling laws [51, 96, 95℄. They analyzed
the behavior of the size distribution of
luster size

S

and the time

t

lusters

nS (t)

as a fun tion of the

in order to des ribe the temporal evolution of

the aggregation pro ess [96℄. The

luster size distribution

nS (t) is dened as

the number of

S

It was shown that

nS (t)

lusters

ontaining

parti les at time

t.

an be well represented by the following s aling form

nS (t) ∼ t−w S −τ f (S/tZ ),
where the

1

for

uto fun tion has the properties

x ≫ 1.

dynami

(2.2)

f (x) ≈ 1 for x ≪ 1, and f (x) ≪

The novel feature of Eq. (2.2) is the presen e of two new

exponents

w

and

Z

in addition to the usual stati

exponent

nS (t)

τ.

with time

This representation expli itly shows the algebrai

de ay of

and

luster- luster aggregation

luster size, whi h is a spe i

pro ess, be ause for large

t,

small

feature of the

lusters die out by forming larger ones.

The s aling fun tion Eq. (2.2) is expe ted to be valid in the dilute limit
(ρ

→ 0)

S and t. The hara teristi luster size is determined by
Z
Z
the denominator t , whi h shows that the average luster size Sav (t) ∼ t
diverges as t → ∞. The s aling expression Eq. (2.2) an be written in an
at large

2.2
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alternative form

nS (t) ∼ S −Θ g(S/tZ ),
with a s aling fun tion

(2.3)

g(x) ≪ 1 for x ≫ 1, and g(x) ∼ x∆ for x ≪ 1.

Vi sek

and Family [96℄ determined the s aling relation between the exponents

w = (2 − τ )Z,

(2.4)

Z∆ = w,

(2.5)

Θ − ∆ = τ.

(2.6)

Using these s aling relations one
distribution of

lusters

nS (t)

an obtain

Θ = 2,

so for

x ≫ 1,

modied by a fun tion whi h de reases faster than any power of

nS (t)S 2 as a fun tion of
on the same bell-shaped

the size

2
de ays as 1/S , independent of the dimension,

S/Sav

the

S.

Plotting

urves obtained at dierent times

urve. Another important

of the aggregation pro ess is the total number of

hara teristi

nc as
that nc (t)

luster

time. Using expression Eq. (2.2) it was shown [95℄

t

fall

quantity

a fun tion of
has the time

dependen e

nc (t) =

X
S

nS (t) ∼ t

−Z ′

≡

(

t−Z

f or τ < 1,

t−w

f or τ > 1.

(2.7)

It was found that this general s aling stru ture provides a good des ription
of the temporal evolution of a large variety of aggregation pro esses from diffusion limited aggregation through rea tion limited pro esses to aggregation
where the intera tion of parti les has a dominant role [11, 17, 27, 59, 86, 84℄.
An example of the time evolution of the
luster size

Sav (t)

luster number

obtained by experiments on the

nc (t)

and average

luster- luster aggrega-

tion pro ess of dipoles in a homogeneous external eld is presented in Fig.
2.3.
The stru ture of growing aggregates
of gyration

Rg

of the

an be

hara terized by the radius

lusters, whi h s ales with the number of parti les

S

10
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PSfrag repla ements

Time (s)
2.3. Figure:

(a)

Example for the time evolution of the average number of

and average

luster size

(b)

moment subje t to a homogeneous external magneti
behavior

an

lusters

in an ensemble of parti les with permanent dipole

learly be observed.

The dynami

eld [11℄.

exponents

Z

The power law
Z ′ are nearly

and

equal.

(for large

S)

as

S
X
1
(~ri − ~rj )2 = bS 1/D ,
Rg (S) =
S(S − 1)

(2.8)

i6=j=1

where

b

is a

hara teristi

pends on the dimension of the spa e
fra tal dimension

D

D

length and

d

is an universal exponent that de-

and on the type of intera tion. The

hara terizes the stru ture of aggregates, if its value

is equal to the embedding dimension the stru ture is
stru ture has fra tal properties when

al.
low

is a fra tional number. Tavares

et

[84℄ studied the aggregation of quasi-two-dimensional dipolar uids at
on entrations without external eld by Monte Carlo simulations, and

found that the value of the exponent
and

D

ompa t, while the

D=1

for small ones [84℄.

D

is equal to 1.33 for large

lusters

2.2
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2.4. Figure: Examples of

(a)

hains,

(b)

11

rings, and

(c)

rystallites observed in an

experiment where magnetized steel beads were vibrated in a
bar denotes 1

m, the parti le diameter was

d=3

ontainer. The s ale

mm [7℄.

2.2.2 Vibro-uidized magneti granular matter
The experimental te hnique of using a vibrating table to redu e the ee t
of fri tion on the parti le system, makes also possible to

ontrol the temper-

ature of the system up to some extent [7, 79℄. Based on this te hnique, reently, several experimental studies were performed where interesting phase
transitions were reported [7, 79℄. Besides the dire t interest in the physi s
of granular media, these studies provide insight into the fundamental problem of dipolar hard sphere uids where the nature of solid-liquid transitions
is still debated.

Vibro-uidized magneti

parti les

an be

onsidered as a

simplied model of a ferro-uid, where similar experiments are te hni ally
di ult to perform. Vibro-uidized inelasti
portant model system whi h

spheri al parti les are an im-

aptures the essen e of dissipative intera tions

on the statisti al properties of dry non- ohesive granular materials [29℄. This
system has emerged as an important test to investigate the appli ability of
dissipative kineti

theory [30, 97℄. Experiments measuring the position and

velo ity of individual parti les show the formation of

lusters, non-Gaussian

velo ity distributions, and the violation of equipartition [45℄. In a number of
appli ations, additional
of moisture, ele trostati

ohesive intera tions often exist due to the presen e
s reening, and magnetization.

12
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2.5. Figure: Phase diagram of a system of magnetized spheres whi h suer dissipative

ollisions. The temperature of the system is

ontrolled by externally imposed

vibration. Typi al stru tures of the Clustered phase are presented in Fig. 2.4.

Studying the ee ts of long-range intera tions on the phases observed in
ohesive granular materials, at high vibration amplitudes a gas of magnetized
parti les is observed with velo ity distributions similar to non-magnetized
parti les [7℄.

The temperature of the system was dened as the kineti

temperature of the parti le ensemble based on the velo ity distribution of
parti les. Below a transition temperature
form and

oexist with single parti les.

tent with a

lassi al nu leation pro ess.

parti les in the

The

lusters are observed to

luster growth rate is

onsis-

However, the temperature of the

lusters is signi antly lower than the surrounding gas, in-

di ating a break-down of equipartition.
temperatures, a meta-stable network of
to the anisotropi

ompa t

nature of magneti

If the system is quen hed to low
onne ted

hains self-assembles due

intera tions between parti les. It was

found that in verti ally vibrated 2D mixtures of magneti

and non-magneti

2.3
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granular spheres, the magneti
volume fra tion of magneti
neti

spheres

an self organize, depending on the

parti les and on the relative strength of mag-

dipole-dipole intera tion to the external vibration amplitude.

examples of the observed stru tures are shown in Fig. 2.4.
experiments, a phase diagram of magneti
in Ref. [7℄ in terms of the density

φ

Some

Based on the

granular materials was proposed

and temperature

T

of the system, see

Fig. 2.5.
The ee t of the shape of the parti les' dipole eld was studied in a
similar manner using a verti ally vibrated monolayer of magneti
[79℄.

In these experiments the spheres of diameter

magneti

ores of length

l.

For large

D/l,

D

en ase

spheres

ylindri al

it was found that in the ground

state of the system the parti les form a hexagonal- lose-pa ked pattern in
whi h the dipole ve tors of parti les assume a ma ros opi
ti al pattern. For smaller
experiments together with
gurational magneti

D/l,

the parti les form

ir ulating vor-

on entri

rings. These

omputer simulations showed that the stati

energy (whi h depends on

on-

D/l) is a determining fa

tor

in pattern sele tion even though the system is driven and dissipative.

2.3 Crystalline stru tures
Sin e its dis overy more than two de ades ago,

olloidal

rystals have blos-

somed into a ri h area of resear h en ompassing diverse approa hes for
trolled fabri ation of three-dimensional meso rystals,
ti e

i.e.,

on-

rystals with lat-

onstants ranging from submi rons to ten of mi rons. Two-dimensional,

or planar

olloidal

rystals have been observed through a number of self-

assembly te hniques, su h as magneti

hole formed with non-magneti

ti les in ferro-uid [77℄, eld indu ed assembly of oating magneti
[101℄, ele tri -eld-indu ed planar

forded fundamental studies on 2D melting and
the hexati

parti les

rystals, and surfa tant mediated

rystals. In parti ular, two-dimensional magneti

olloidal

par-

olloid

rystals have af-

rystallization, mediated with

phase [13, 19, 24, 31, 40, 53, 77, 87, 88, 102, 108℄.
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a)
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b)

~
H

gly erin

PSfrag repla ements

Helmholtz

(a)

2.6. Figure:

oils

Experimental setup of Ref. [101℄.

liquid surfa e in a

ontainer whi h

system is in a magneti

Parti les are pla ed onto a

an be rotated about the verti al axis.

The

eld generated by Helmholtz- oils. The dire tion of the

(b) The formation of dierent planar stru tures
θ, shown in reasing
downward, and along the azimuthal angle φ of the magneti eld. Here the z axis
is the surfa e normal at the enter of the liquid menis us, and the x axis is dened
eld

an be

ontrolled by the setup.

starting from the simple triangular latti e along the polar angle

in the uppermost pi ture as the horizontal dire tion.

2.3.1 Dipolar planar rystals
It was shown in Ref. [101℄ that in a
mono-dispersed magneti

ertain parameter range of systems of

parti les, two-dimensional

rystals

an be formed

on a uid surfa e with not just the triangular latti e, but also with all the
other planar

rystal symmetries su h as the oblique,

entered-re tangular,

re tangular, and square latti es. These latti e stru tures, some of whi h are
meta-stable,

an be reversible tuned by adjusting the polar and azimuthal

angles of the external magneti

eld relative to the surfa e normal and the

symmetry dire tion of the 2D latti es.

2.3
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The experiment of Ref. [101℄ starts with pla ing a set of parti les on
the surfa e of a liquid. In the absen e of magneti
spheres aggregate in the

eld, the

enter region of the slightly

When a perpendi ular magneti

urved liquid surfa e.

eld is applied, the spheres move radially

outward and form a stable hexagonal latti e. This behavior
a

oated mi ro-

ompetition between the repulsive magneti

learly indi ates

intera tion and the "attra -

tive" intera tion due to the weight of the parti le proje ted along the surfa e
tangent. Su h a

ompetition is possible be ause the attra tive and repulsive

intera tions are on the same order of magnitude.
Stru tural transitions were realized by tilting the magneti
angle

θ

away from the

z

φ

dire tion and rotating an angle

eld at an

relative to the

x

axis dened as a symmetry axis of the system. A pi torial summary of all the
dierent stru tures observed, and their o
shown in Fig. 2.6. With in reasing
along

x

short

hains. Further in rease in

θ

urren e in the

and xed

axis de reases while that along the

θ

y

φ = 0,

θ, φ

oordinates is

the latti e

onstant

dire tion in reases to form

leads to perfe tly equally spa ed, straight

hains aligned along the eld dire tion.
To obtain the planar

rystal stru tures, one

in the Fig. 2.6(b) and rotate the

an start from the

enter stage holder along the

φ

ase shown
dire tion.

If the rotation was very slow then the whole pattern would just rotate in
step with the magneti

eld, so that no

hange would o

ur in the latti e

stru ture. However, a faster rotation rate would result in stru ture

hanges.

These fa ts indi ate a long relaxation time for the observed stru tures. The
square and re tangular planar stru tures are obtained by starting either from

(c)

and

(d)

then rotating along the

or by starting from

(g)

φ

dire tion to

(h)

(i),

and

and further rotating along the

θ

respe tively,

dire tion.

These

stru tures are meta-stable, in the sense that if strongly perturbed, they
would go ba k to the

φ=0

state. Nevertheless, all planar stru tures

obtained uniquely and repeatably as a fun tion of
The elasti

θ

onstants of similar two dimensional

and

an be

φ.

olloidal

rystals have

been determined by measuring strain u tuations indu ed by Brownian mo-
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tion of parti les [108℄. Using video mi ros opy and digital image pro essing,
random u tuations of the displa ement of parti les
whi h one

ould be measured from

an obtain system size dependent elasti

onstants.

Finite size

s aling analysis makes possible to determine the value of elasti
in the thermodynami

onstants

limit [108℄.

Re ently, it has been demonstrated how the formation of planar dipolar
rystals and the transition between them
the anisotropi

an be understood starting from

dipole-dipole intera tion of the parti les. Based on analyti

al ulations and

omputer simulations it was possible to

onstru t a simpli-

ed phase diagram of the planar dipolar system [19℄.

2.3.2 Mole ular rystals on substrates
The theoreti al s enario put forward by Kosterlitz, Thouless, Halperin, Nelson and Young for 2D melting has fostered many experimental investigations [56℄. Most of these studies fo used on 2D ordering on homogeneous
substrates.

It was only very re ently that

(triangular or square) periodi

rystallization on 2D

substrates has been investigated both exper-

imentally [9℄ and numeri ally [66℄.
were reported mainly based on
the substrates with periodi

olloidal

A ri h variety of novel

omputer simulations.

olloidal states

In the experiments

stru ture of potential minima are generated by

interferen e patterns of laser beams [46, 4, 104℄. When the number of
loids

Nc

is larger than the number

trapped in ea h well

an be

Nc = 3N ,...)

of substrate minima, the

olloidal mole ules (dimers for

(a, b, c, d)

orresponding state has been

oined

olloidal positions for a system with a square sub-

(e, f, g, h) obtained by
2.7(b), for twi e as many

and a triangular substrate

simulations [66℄. For example, in Fig.
substrate minima

Nc = 2N ,

rystal (CMC) in the literature [4, 53, 66, 82, 88, 104℄.

Figure 2.7 presents the
strate

olloids

were found experimentally and numeri ally to dis-

play long range orientational order. The
olloidal mole ular

Nc /N

onsidered as a single bound entity with only ro-

tational degrees of freedom. These
trimers for

N

ol-

Nc = 2Nm ,

ea h minimum

aptures two

omputer
olloids as

olloids. Neither

2.3
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olloid ongurations (bla k dots) at T = 0.0 for a square 2D
(a) Nc = Nm , (b) Nc = 2Nm , (c) Nc = 3Nm , (d) Nc = 4Nm and
for a triangle substrate (e) Nc = Nm , (f ) Nc = 2Nm , (g) Nc = 3Nm (h) Nc = 4Nm

2.7. Figure: The
periodi

substrate

[66℄.

olloid is lo ated at the exa t minima; instead, they are oset from it due to
the

olloid- olloid repulsion. The states inside the minima

as a

an be regarded

olloidal dimer with a rotational degree of freedom. Figure 2.7(b) also

shows that there are two types of ordering in the system: one arising from
the square substrate, and the other one due to the spe i
tation of the

rotational orien-

olloidal dimers, with neighboring dimers perpendi ular to one

another. The orientational ordering of the dimers is due to the
pulsion, and allows the distan e between the
the

olloids to be maximized under

onstraint of the square substrate.
On e an

ing

olloidal re-

n-mer?

dimers

i

n-mer is formed in a trap, how does it intera
Summing the s reened

and

j,

t with a neighbor-

ontributions from ea h parti le forming

one obtains the leading order large distan e expression

φij (r, Θij , Θji ) ∼ cosh[κd cos(Θij )] cosh[κd cos(Θji )]

e−κr
,
r

(2.9)
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2.8. Figure:
trimer

Denition of the notations adopted to

(right)

intera tion. The bla k dots show the
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ompute dimer

(lef t)

and

olloids and the line between

them is a guide to the eye [1℄.

where

κ−1

is the Debye s reening length of the intera tion and

distan e between the mass

enter of

n-mer and

d

is the

one of its parti les. For the

denition of variables see Fig. 2.8. The key point here is that the radial and
angular dependen e of the intera tion potential are fa torized.
It has been shown numeri ally that dimers on a square 2D substrate
(hereafter referred to as the underlying latti e of traps) adopt the ground
state represented in Fig. 2.9(a) [66℄. Su h an ordering should follow from
minimizing the total ele trostati

energy

ε

where ea h pair of dimers inter-

a ts through the potential Eq. (2.9). Given the exponential s reening with
distan e and

κ−1

is smaller than the latti e spa ing, one

an further restri t

to nearest neighbors of dimers and write the relevant angular dependent part
of the energy as

ε=

X

cosh[κd cos(Θij )] cosh[κd cos(Θji )],

(2.10)

<i,j>
where the angular bra kets denote nearest neighbors. A given pair minimizes its repulsion by setting
lar to the
mate the

Θij = Θji = π/2

(parallel dimers, perpendi u-

enter-to- enter ve tor, see Fig. 2.8). It is instru tive to approxi-

cosh

fun tion in Eq. (2.10) by a parabola. Introdu ing next a new

set of variables, where

Θi ∈ [−π/2, π/2]

is dened as the angle between the

dimer axis and one of the prin ipal latti e dire tions, one gets

ε = const + (κd)4

X

(cos Θi )2 (cosΘj )2 .

<i,j>

(2.11)
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olloids at

dierent values of the aspe t ratio

α

T =0

on a re tangular latti e of traps at

[1℄.

At high temperature, the system has to be in a disordered state, a paramagneti

phase in spin language, and on purely dimensional grounds Eq. (2.11)

indi ates that the
neti

riti al temperature of the anti-ferromagneti /paramag-

Tc ∼ (κd)4 . At a xed temperature T , in reasing
strength V0 (i.e. the deepness of potential minima

transition s ales like

the substrate pinning
on the substrate), the

n-mers

smaller spatial extent:

d

than
nds

T . Orientational
−4/3
Tc ∼ V0
for

onstituting a

de reases, so that

order is

Tc

olloidal mole ule be ome of
eventually be omes smaller

orrespondingly lost. More spe i ally, one

the relation of the

riti al temperature and of the

pinning strength.

When the substrate is varied new states emerge.
onsider dimers on a re tangular latti e with a unit
denition
for

α < 1,

As an example we

ell of length

and the dire tion along the long axis is

onvenien e. When the aspe t ratio

α

is one, the

αl and l.

By

alled "horizontal"

he kerboard order is

that of Fig. 2.9(a) (anti-ferromagneti -like phase (AF)). On the other hand,
when

α ≪ 1,

there are only two nearest neighbors per parti le, and from

expression Eq. (2.9) the preferred

onguration is

Θij = Θji = π/2:

dimers are parallel to the horizontal dire tion (ferromagneti

all

phase (FM)).

The transition between the FM and AF phases has been studied theoreti ally
by Agra et al. [1℄.
The substrate is an essential ingredient of CMCs,
underlying periodi

stru ture and ensures the

i.e.

onnement of

it

reates the

olloids giving
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Conning substrates have experimentally

been realized by interferen e patterns of laser beams [4, 46℄.
CMCs exhibit interesting two-step melting transitions. The rst stage
of melting o

n-mers begin to rotate and lose orientational orond stage, the n-mers dissolve and individual olloids

urs when the

dering, while in the se

begin to diuse throughout the sample [66, 53℄. The orientational melting
was shown to fall in the Ising universality
ordering

an also o

ur when the

n-mers

are

lass [1, 72℄.

A reentrant dis-

ompressed by the in reasing

substrate for e, de reasing both the distan e between the

olloids and the

multipole moment, until the multipole intera tion energy drops below the
thermal energy. Surprisingly, in reasing the substrate strength
also leads to reentrant melting: the

olloidal mole ular

V0

at xed

T

rystal is destabilized

into the partially ordered solid, and orientational order is lost.

2.4 Binary olloids
All the

olloidal systems presented until now have a single

omponent,

i.e.

the parti les had identi al properties. During my Ph.D. I studied the behavior of so- alled binary

olloidal systems whi h have two

ferent material, size, shape, ... . Similarly to
binary

olloids show also aggregation and

olloids of a single

omponent,

rystallization phenomena but the

larger number of degrees of freedom and the more
of parti les give rise to a higher

omponents with dif-

ompli ated intera tion

omplexity. The analysis of mono- olloids

is a good starting point to des ribe the behavior of binary system, however,
the emergent novel features require additional experimental and theoreti al
te hniques and

areful treatments. In the following I briey present the most

important re ent results of binary

olloidal systems and highlight the main

problems these investigations addressed.
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2.4.1 Colloidal heteroaggregation
Aggregation of binary

olloids with varying

ompositions,

harge or size has

been shown to be important in appli ations su h as mineral otation [16, 3℄,
omposite materials manufa turing [43, 85, 54, 20, 78, 105, 57, 83, 15℄, waste
water treatment [10, 18℄, new mole ular materials [26, 42℄ and

ell re overy

[55, 28, 49℄, among others. Heteroaggregation is the pro ess of aggregation
between parti les of dierent types. The simpler

ase of homo-aggregation,

where only one type of parti le is present, is well studied and do umented
in the literature [25℄.
observed:
ery

In the latter

(I) diusion-limited

ase, two limiting regimes have been

luster aggregation (DLCA), in whi h ev-

ollision between parti les results in the formation of a bond, and (II)

rea tion-limited
parti le

luster aggregation (RLCA), in whi h a large number of

ollisions are ne essary before a stable bond is established.

ever, when systems are
mu h more

omposed of several spe ies, the rea tion kineti s are

omplex and no general kineti

theory is so far available [25, 27℄.

The most simple experimental realization of binary
of two
ative

olloids is a 1:1 mixture

omponents of identi al material properties having positive and negharges. Parti les of the two

omponents aggregate under the a tion

of s reened Coulomb for es and form aggregates whi h
rheologi al properties of the
A

How-

an even

hange the

olloid [41, 44, 60, 61, 62, 78℄.

omplete des ription of the heteroaggregation kineti s is a hard task

sin e the aggregates must be
ti les but also their
positely

hara terized not only by the number of par-

omposition. Moreover, heteroaggregation between op-

harged parti les

an be ae ted by polymeri

adlayers [34℄ or by

polymer bridging [89℄. Although some studies of heteroaggregation kineti s
appear in the literature [5, 21, 47, 48, 70, 107℄, relatively little attention has
been paid to the heteroaggregation stru ture [33, 35, 60℄.
A very interesting unique feature of heteroaggregation has re ently been
revealed by

omputer simulations of

olloids

omposed of oppositely

but otherwise identi al parti les [44, 61, 62℄. It was found that

i.e.

even and an odd number of parti les (

neutral and

harged

lusters of an

harged, respe tively)
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lusters of dierent number of

parti les up to hexamers, and the total number of aggregates [61℄.

have a dierent behavior: even

lusters disappear faster than the odd ones,

furthermore, at a given time the

on entration of

illations. They plotted the number of

lusters shows even-odd os-

lusters formed

as a fun tion of time, and found that these

ontaining

n parti

les

urves show the usual bell-shaped

form, ex ept for the monomer one, whi h de ays

ontinuously (see Fig. 2.10).

The most important dieren e between the hetero- and homoaggregation is
that in the former the

urves interse t in

ase of large Debye s reening

length. As a result, at long times, some aggregates are absent, while others
are still present. This feature is the so- alled

luster dis rimination. When

the intera tion for es are s reened, this segregation disappears, and all of the
urves de ay in a similar way. At high s reening length, the

on entration of

aggregates os illates with the number of parti les in the aggregate for small
lusters, the period of this os illation is two parti les. Charged

luster, with

an odd number of parti les, are observed to be ome dominant, while neutral
ones, with an even number disappear faster as one

an see in Fig. 2.10. On
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the other hand, the total number of

lusters de rease a

ording to a power-

law at long times with an exponent lower than one. It was shown that
dis rimination is the

luster

onsequen e of long-range intera tions and disappears

when the range of intera tion gets redu ed due to s reening [44, 61, 62℄. It is
di ult to observe
ele trostati

luster dis rimination experimentally, be ause in

olloids

intera tions are strongly s reened, furthermore, experimental

te hniques su h as light s attering have di ulties to identify single

lusters

larger than trimers [41, 60, 78℄.

2.4.2 Binary dipolar monolayers
The idea of binary dipolar monolayers (BDM) was rst introdu ed only very
re ently by Ristenpart

et al.

who performed experiments on the behavior

of suspensions with two sorts of parti les with similar radii subje ted to an

AC

ele tri

eld [68, 69℄.

It was demonstrated that the

AC

driving eld

leads to the formation of novel types of morphologies. They explained the
behavior in terms of ele tro-hydrodynami
a tion.

ow and indu ed-dipole inter-

The suspension was a mixture of sili a and polystyrene parti les

suspended in de-ionized water as it is illustrated in Fig. 2.11.

After sed-

imentation the parti les formed a disordered monolayer on the bottom of
the

ontainer. It was observed in the experiments that the appli ation of a

high frequen y eld indu es parti les to separate laterally into a disordered
arrangement due to repulsion transverse to the applied eld. Lowering the
frequen y

auses parti les to

ome together, forming planar aggregates. The

aggregate morphology depends on the lo al relative parti le

on entrations.

With a sizeable ex ess of polystyrene, "ower-like" aggregates form with individual sili a parti les surrounded by six polystyrene parti les. In regions
with either a

1 : 1 or 2 : 1 ratio of parti

les, a binary super-latti e

when the frequen y is lowered gradually. With a

2:1

rystallizes

ratio of polystyrene

to sili a, a triangular super-latti e forms, similar to the (001) plane of an

AB2

rystal. If the

on entration of polystyrene and sili a are approximately

equal, then either square-pa ked super-latti es or stripes of alternating par-
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de-ionized water

transparent ele trode

PSfrag repla ements

~
E

AC

dipolar parti le

2.11. Figure: The experimental setup of Ref. [68℄ to study binary dipolar monolayers. The two sorts of parti les sedimented to the bottom of the
a high frequen y ele tri
up

ontainer. When

eld was applied, the parti les moved laterally and built

omplex stru tures.

ti le types form. Figure 2.12 provides a summary of stru tures observed in
the experiments of Ref. [68℄.
The

rystallization pro ess is largely independent of eld strength above

a threshold. Changing the eld strength at
tle or no dis ernible
separated.

onstant frequen y results in lit-

hange in whether they are

losely aggregated or widely

The absen e of eld strength dependen e suggests that repul-

sive and attra tive intera tion for es s ale with eld strength in the same
fashion. Various super-latti e stru tures form, reprodu ibly, in independent
experiments and various
striped

luster morphologies are observed: ringed

lusters, disordered

ti les are

lusters,

lusters, and regions where the two types of par-

ompletely segregated.

Although repulsive lateral intera tions keep identi al parti les apart at
"high" frequen ies, binary suspensions aggregate.
on entration

At a low total parti le

hains of alternating parti le types form. At higher

on en-

trations square and triangular super-latti es form depending on the relative

2.5
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2.12. Figure: Images of planar stru tures formed in binary suspensions [68℄.
Random arrangement before appli ation of a eld.

AC ele tri eld is applied.

(c) At

low

(b)

on entration

(a)

Lateral separation when an

hains of alternating parti les

are observed together with bran hed aggregates. One parti le ring is highlighted by
the

ir le.

(d) Individual sili

a parti les are typi ally surrounded by six polystyrene

parti les forming "ower-like" islands.
mixture.
at high

(f )

(e)

Square-pa ked latti e obtained in a 1:1

Hexagonal stru ture formed with a 2:1 ratio of polystyrene to sili a

on entration.

on entrations. Clustering at high frequen ies is sensitive to the eld amplitude. At large amplitude most of parti les arrange themselves in highly
ordered binary super-latti es.
This stimulating experiment left many open questions behind and initiated an intensive resear h on the behavior of

olloidal monolayers under

AC

external driving and espe ially on the behavior of binary dipolar monolayers
[57, 71, 76℄.

2.5 Goals of the investigations
The experiments of Refs. [68, 69℄ had several te hni al problems whi h resulted in serious limitations: the fri tional barrier between the parti les and
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the bottom of the

ontainer had a disturbing ee t. In order to over ome

the fri tional barrier in
whi h
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ertain

ases a vibrating table had to be applied

an also ae t the stru tures formed.

driving gives rise to ele tro-hydrodynami

The high frequen y external

ow of the

arrier liquid whi h

hanges the ee tive intera tion of the parti les and makes very di ult to
understand the relevant aspe ts of pro esses. The magnitude of the indu ed
dipole moment of the parti les

ould be

ontrolled only within a very narrow

range. Due to these reasons the experiments of Refs. [68, 69℄ provided only
a qualitative insight into the stru ture and kineti s of binary dipolar monolayers. No quantitative results

ould be obtained, furthermore, it was not

lear up to whi h extent the fri tion for e and the indu ed ow of the
liquid

ould ae t the stru ture formation. Binary dipolar monolayers

arrier
ould

also allow for a unique possibility to study heteroaggregation phenomena
in two dimensions making observations from the third dimension where the
history of all the

lusters

ould be tra ked. However, with the experimental

setups used in the literature su h studies are not possible.
In re ent years a large amount of experimental observations has been
a

umulated but the theoreti al explanation is still la king.

also a great

hallenge to

Hen e, it is

arry out a detailed theoreti al study of stru ture

formation in binary dipolar monolayers.
The goals of my resear h

•

an be summarized as follows:

I wanted to work out an experimental te hnique whi h over omes the
di ulties of former experiments allowing for a detailed quantitative
study of binary dipolar monolayers.

Varying the parameters of the

system I wanted to explore both aggregation and

rystallization phe-

nomena of the monolayer.

•

It was my aim to

arry out a thorough theoreti al investigation of

BDMs to obtain a

lear explanation of the experimental results, to

identify the relevant parameters of BDMs governing the stru ture formation pro esses, and to explore all stru tures that

an emerge in

2.5

Goals of the investigations

the system.
a realisti
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For the theoreti al investigations I wanted to work out

model of BDMs whi h

aptures the relevant intera tions of

the parti les and of the embedding liquid, and analyze the model by
analyti

•

al ulations and

omputer simulations.

Comparing the theoreti al results to my experimental ndings and to
the ones presented in the literature I wanted to get a deeper insight
into the behavior of BDMs.

3 Chapter

Experimental te hnique
In order to get a deeper insight into the dynami s of dipolar systems we
proposed a novel experimental realization of BDMs without the appli ation
of an external driving eld. This

hapter provides a detailed presentation of

our experimental te hniques together with tests of the setup and the method
of data evaluation [93, 90℄.

3.1 Dipolar parti les on a liquid surfa e
Our experimental setup provides a simple way to study the stru ture formation in a binary dipolar monolayer. In the experiments, ma ros opi
parti les of

metal

ylinder shape are magnetized along their axis. In order to fa il-

itate the parti le motion, the magneti
of regular shape so that the

parti les are atta hed to

omposite parti le

ork dis s

an oat on the surfa e of a

liquid. Figure 3.1 illustrates that the two parti les are adjusted on the top
of ea h other to have a

ommon axis, whi h ensures stability when oating.

In all experiments, water was used as a

arrier liquid to whi h a surfa tant

was added to redu e the ee t of surfa e tension on the motion of the parti les. The parti les are pla ed onto the water surfa e with the heavier part
pointing downward,

i.e.

the magnets are always under the water, see Fig.

3.1. In the experiments, magneti

parti les of three dierent strength were

3.1

Dipolar parti les on a liquid surfa e
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magneti parti le
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ork dis
3.1. Figure: Magnetized parti le atta hed to a
The

omposite parti le

d and height h values
h = 5 mm, for the magneti

diameter
and

ork dis

(lef t).
(right). The
and d = 26 mm

of larger diameter

an oat upside down on the surfa e of water
are

d=4

mm and

parti le and

h = 1.5

mm,

ork dis , respe tively.

used with slightly dierent geometri al extensions atta hed to
two dierent sizes. The
mm and height

h1 = 5

ork dis s have radius

mm and

h2 = 4

R1 = 13

ork dis s of

mm and

R2 = 8.7

mm respe tively, whi h proved to be

su ient to prevent the ipping of magnets of identi al orientation in the
vi inity of ea h other even for the largest magnetization used in the present
study. In the experiments two plasti

ontainers of dierent sized are used.

500mm × 500mm × 50mm
one with dimensions 1000mm ×1000mm ×50mm. The larger

The smaller one with dimensions

and the larger
ontainer made

possible to use a larger number of parti les whi h is espe ially important at
low

on entration. The two

omponents of the binary dipolar monolayer are

realized by the two opposite orientations of the dipole moments of the parti les perpendi ular to the water surfa e. Initially the parti les are pla ed
onto a hard plasti

net xed on a wooden frame. The net

an oat on the

surfa e, whi h keeps the parti les xed in their initial positions whi h had
been generated beforehand by a
positioned by hand a
transparent

omputer program and the parti les were

ordingly, making use of a

entimeter grid under the

ontainer. A representative example of initial states is presented

in Fig. 3.2 where 198 parti les were pla ed on the plasti

net. By immersing

the net into the water the parti les start to oat on the surfa e at the same
time. The free side of the

ork dis s is

olored a

ording to the orientation
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3.2. Figure: Initial

L = 1000

onguration of 198 parti les in a square box of side length

mm resulting in a

of opposite magneti

on entration

moment/dierent

of the dipole moments of the magneti

φ ≈ 0.1.

The same amount of parti les

olors is used so that

parti les,

i.e.

φr = 1.

the red

olor in Fig. 3.2

indi ates dipole moment pointing upward perpendi ular to the water surfa e, while yellow stands for downward dipoles. The oating parti les move
under the a tion of their mutual dipole-dipole intera tion and form various
stru tures.
We pla e into the experimental box

µ+

pointing upward

downward

(−).

(+)

and

The total

tal box is dened as the

R+

and

R−

parti les of the two

parti les with dipole moment

parti les with dipole moment

on entration

φ of the parti

µ−

pointing

les in our experimen-

overage

φ=
where

N−

N+

2 π + N R2 π
N + R+
− −
,
2
L

denote the radius of

(3.1)

ork dis s

omponents. (Note that

R+

and

arrying the magneti

R−

assume one of the

3.2

Motion of parti les

values

R1 and R2 .)
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The partial

on entrations of the two

omponents

φ+ and

φ− an be dened analogously and their relative on entration φr follows as
φr = φ− /φ+ . Experiments were performed by varying the on entration φ
and the relative on entration φr in a broad range by ontrolling the number
of parti les N+ and N− while the ontainer size L was xed. Studying
aggregation and

rystallization phenomena we also

arried out experiments

µr = µ− /µ+

and the polydispersity

varying the relative dipole moment

σ = R− /R+

of the two

omponents. More explanation of the parameters

hara terizing the system will be provided in Chapter 4.
The

ork dis s have two roles in the experimental setup: they ensure

oating of the magnets redu ing the fri tion for e and they prevent ipping
of parti les making the dipole orientation xed perpendi ular to the plane
of motion. One of the main advantages of our experimental te hniques, in
ontrast to previous experiments of Ristenpart et al. [68℄, is that no external
eld is ne essary to x the dipole moments. In our setup the magnitude of
the dipole moment of the

omposite parti les is

ontrolled by the pla ement

of parti les with the appropriate parameter values.

3.2 Motion of parti les
The experimental setup ensures that the motion of parti les is deterministi
sin e the thermal motion is suppressed by the relatively large parti le mass.
Assuming that the magneti

properties of the parti les

by assigning point-like dipole moments to their
two parti les

i

and

j

an be represented

enter, the for e between

oating on the water surfa e at relative position

with parallel dipole moments of magnitudes

µi , µj

an be

µi ~µj ~rij
~
F~ijdd = 3 4
.
rij rij
The for e in Eq. (3.2) is

entral, it falls always in the line

~rij

ast in the form

(3.2)

onne ting the two

parti les, and it is attra tive (repulsive) for parti les with opposite (parallel)
dipole moments. The ee t of the uid on the parti les is

hara terized by
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a)

3.3. Figure: The time
of a magneti
mm, and

(b)

parti le:

t as a fun tion of distan
(a) prolate parti le with

oblate magneti

mm atta hed to a

b)

e

x

measured during the motion

extensions

parti le of diameter

d = 4.0

d=2

h=6
h = 1.5

mm and

mm and height

ork dis . The solid lines show the best ts obtained with Eq.

(3.6) for both moving on and under the water surfa e.

the Stokes drag,

i.e.

the for e exerted by the uid

~ s on parti
F
i

le

i is assumed

to have the form

F~is = −α~vi ,
where

~vi

drag

oe ient.

(3.3)

denotes the velo ity of the parti le relative to the uid and

α is the

As a rst step of the experiments, the motion of a parti le in the dipole
eld of another parti le of the same shape but opposite dipole orientation
has been measured and

ompared to analyti

al ulations based on the in-

tera tions dened above. In these tests one parti le was xed while another
parti le with opposite dipole orientation was released from a distan e
with zero initial speed
the

v0 = 0.

xo

Both parti les were initially pla ed far from

ontainer walls and surfa tants had been added to the water to minimize

the ee t of surfa e tension.
The equation of motion of the released parti le is obtained as

m

dx
d2 x
= Fijdd − α ,
2
dt
dt

(3.4)

3.2

Motion of parti les

where

m
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denotes the entire mass of the moving parti le. Assuming that the

system is fully dissipative and non-inertial, Eq. (3.4)

an be redu ed to a

rst order dierential equation for the parti le position

x

t=

α
x5 − x
3µi µj 0


5

with the solution

.

(3.5)

The time needed for the moving parti le to rea h the stationary parti le
an be determined by setting
the diameter of the

extensions

d=2

is

amera with a distan e s ale in the foreground, from

quantities

fun tion of distan e

d

in the above equation, where

ork dis . In the experiment, the parti le motion was

re orded by a digital
whi h kinemati

x = d

x

mm,

ould easily be determined.

was measured for magneti

h=6

The time

t

as a

parti les of two dierent

mm (more bar-like), and

d = 4.0

mm,

mm (more dis -like), with the same arrangement of swimmers.

h = 1.5
For the

two parti le arrangements two sets of measurements were performed: in the
rst experiment the parti les were oating on the water surfa e, while in
the se ond one, the parti les were pla ed inside a

losed

ontainer and the

external pressure was adjusted to keep the moving parti le oating under
the liquid surfa e.
In order to

ompare the experimental results to the theoreti al predi tion

of Eq. (3.5), the measured data were tted to the

urve

t = −a(x−b + c),
where

a, b,

and

c

(3.6)

are tting parameters. The experimental results together

with the best ts obtained are presented in Figs. 3.3(a, b). Error bars are
not shown in the gures sin e they are of the same size as the symbols.
It

an be observed in the gures that although the motion of parti les

on the surfa e and inside the liquid sets in approximately at the same initial
distan e

x0 ,

the time values

motion. This ee t is

t

obtained are signi antly higher for surfa e

aused by the surfa e waves generated by the mov-

ing parti le whi h results in an additional energy loss and slower motion.
However, for both types of motion the experimental results

an be well t-

ted by the fun tional form of Eq. (3.6). The best ts were obtained with
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b = 5.05 and b = 4.96 in Fig. 3.3(a), and b = 5.18
3.3(b) for surfa e and bulk motion, respe tively. Com-

the parameter values
and

b = 5.14

in Fig.

paring the two gures, it

an be noted that the t has a somewhat better

quality for parti les with more elongated (bar) shape than for the one with
dis -shaped dipoles sin e in this
provides a more a
values of

b

ase the point-like dipole approximation

urate des ription of the magneti

eld. The satisfying

obtained by the tting near the predi ted value of 5 imply that

the point-dipole approximation and the Stokes drag provide a reasonable
des ription of the dynami s of the system for both parti le shapes. Indu ed
mass ee ts for the a
tials,

eleration, as well as

ould be negle ted. These experimental ndings are important for the

understanding of measurements on more
to

orre tions to the dipole poten-

onstru t realisti

omplex parti le systems and help

models of BDMs whi h

apture all relevant intera tions

of the system (see Chapter 4).

3.3 Experiments on self-assembly
After testing the motion of single parti les we

arried out a large set of ex-

periments in order to study the dynami s of pattern formation in BDMs and
to

hara terize the stru ture of aggregates obtained. In these experiments

the large

ontainer of side length

L = 1000

were pla ed randomly on the rigid plasti
the

mm was used.

The parti les

net whi h was then immersed into

arrier water to start the motion of parti les. The time evolution of the

system was re orded by a digital video
shots

ould be extra ted.

amera from whi h individual snap-

A representative example of the time evolution

of the binary dipolar monolayer obtained with our experimental te hniques
is demonstrated in Fig. 3.4. The experiment was
tration

φ = 10.5%

in su h a way that the two

parti le number

φr = 1.

on en-

omponents had the same

σ = 1,

and the same

To prepare the disordered initial

onguration,

magnitude of dipole moment

µr = 1,

arried out at a

the same size

random parti le positions were generated by a

omputer program then the

parti les were pla ed by hand on the top of the plasti

net. The parti les

3.3

Experiments on self-assembly
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a)

b)

)

d)

PSfrag repla ements

3.4. Figure:
system at a

Representative example of the time evolution of the experimental
on entration

φ = 0.105.

The relative dipole moment, polydispersity,

µr = 1, σ = 1, and φr = 1,
60 s, snapshots were taken
a) t = 0s, b) t = 10s, c) t = 30s, d) t = 60s.

and relative on entration of the

omponents were set to

respe tively. The total duration of the experiment was
at time values

started to move at the same time when the net was immersed into the water. The time evolution of the system was followed until a frozen state was
attained where no further
single

hanges o

urred. In su h a

onguration either a

luster is formed whi h spans the entire system (high

or the distan e of

on entration)

lusters be omes so large that the dipolar intera tion is

not su ient to move them. The snapshots of Fig. 3.4 were taken from the
digital video lm.
In order to give a quantitative

hara terization of the dynami s of stru -

ture formation, and of the geometri al stru ture of growing aggregates, the
oordinates of single parti les have to be determined from the digital images.
The analysis of the movies were
en e

arried out on a

omputer programs su h as GIMP. Sin e the

omputer using publi

li-

amera was not exa tly
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PSfrag repla ements
a)
b)
)
3.5. Figure:

For the digital image pro essing GIMP was used throughout the

experiments. In the original snapshot

(a)

bla k dots were pla ed on the parti les

from whi h a bla k-and-white image was generated
sear hing

omputer program whi h identies

pla ed above the

(b).

We worked out a

luster

onne ted sets of parti les.

enter of the square-shaped experimental box, the snap-

shots were rst slightly transformed to avoid the trapezoid perspe tive of
the square box. In order to extra t the

oordinates of parti les in the digital

images, we generated bla k-and-white pi tures, where bla k dots indi ate
parti les on the white ba kground (see Fig.

3.5).

This was a hieved by

dening an additional bla k-and-white layer above the image in GIMP then
the original pi ture was removed. Finally, we worked out a
gram whi h determines the
on the
all the

oordinates of the

enter of bla k dis s. Based

oordinates the program identies parti le
hara teristi

omputer pro-

lusters and determines

quantities of their mass, size, and stru ture. The bla k-

and-white images were stored as arrays

ontaining ones and zeros su h that

the identi ation of aggregates was performed as sear hing for
ones on the ba kground of zeros. For
e ient algorithm whi h a

lusters of

luster sear hing we implemented an

elerated the data evaluation.

4 Chapter

Theoreti al investigations
Parallel to the experiments we

arried out a thorough theoreti al investi-

gation of the dynami s of stru ture formation in binary dipolar monolayers
and of the stru ture of aggregates obtained.
and stability of simple stru tures like
by analyti

means, however, the

We analyzed the formation

hains, rings and polygons of parti les

apabilities of analyti al methods is rather

limited in this eld that is why a large part of our work is based on
simulations. We worked out a realisti
whi h

omputer

model of binary dipolar monolayers

aptures the relevant intera tion in the parti le system and a

for the initial and boundary

ounts

onditions of the experimental setup presented

in Chapter 3. In the experimental realizations of BDMs the parti le mass
is large enough to hinder thermal motion. Hen e, mole ular dynami s simulations generating deterministi

parti le traje tories provide an adequate

des ription of the system when studying aggregation and
esses. Our

al ulations showed that in BDMs mole ular

rystallization prorystalline states

an be formed whi h are purely based on the repulsive intera tion of partile

lusters. Su h stru tures are very sensitive to perturbations that's why

we

omplemented our mole ular dynami s studies with thermal noise and

arried out Brownian dynami s simulations of BDMs.
The simulation
the Linux

odes were written in Fortran whi h have been used on

luster of the Department of Theoreti al Physi s of the University
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of Debre en.
a he we

On a Pentium 4 pro essor of 2GHz frequen y and 2 Mbyte

ould in rease the parti le number

N

up to a few thousand with

a reasonable CPU time. A large amount of simulations have been
out varying the parameters of the system, namely, the total

φ of the parti les, the relative
µr and the dispersity (relative

on entration
parti le size)

arried

on entration

φr , the relative dipole moment
σ of the omponents in a broad

range [90, 92, 106, 91℄.

4.1 Model onstru tion
In our theoreti al model of binary dipolar monolayers an ensemble of
parti les is

onsidered in a square shaped box of side length

dimensional plane. Point-like magneti

L

N

on the two-

dipole moments are assumed to be

pla ed in the middle of parti les. For simpli ity, the dipole moments of the
parti les are xed during the time evolution of the system to be perpendi ular to the plane of motion. Parti les of the two
oriented dipoles with magnitude
(dipoles pointing downward

N+

(−)).

parti les with dipole moment

The parti les are

(dipoles pointing upward

The two

µ+

µ− and radius R− .
N = N + + N− .

dipole moment
monolayer is

µ+

omponents have oppositely

(+))

and

µ−

omponents of the system have

and radius

R+ ,

and

N−

parti les with

The total number of parti les in the

onsidered to be suspended in an ele tromagneti ally

passive liquid so that ele trohydrodynami

ee ts are

ompletely ex luded

in the model. The liquid only exerts a fri tion for e on the parti les whi h
move under the a tion of the dipole-dipole for e. In order to take into a ount the nite size of the parti les, we introdu e a repulsive for e between
the parti les when they tou h ea h other [100, 39℄. After generating an initial

onguration with random parti le positions in the simulation box, and

xing the dipole moments a

ording to the dierent material's properties,

the time evolution of the system is followed by solving numeri ally the equation of motion of parti les for the two translational degrees of freedom with
periodi

boundary

onditions (mole ular dynami s simulation [2℄).

4.1

Model

onstru tion
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4.1. Figure: An initial
the

βj

on entration

N = 1000 parti les at
φr = 1. The two ompo-

onguration of the simulation with

φ = 0.075

and relative

nents are indi ated by dierent

on entration

olors. The inset explains the notation used in the

model des ription.

Generally, the intera tion between two parti les of dipole moments
and

~µj

F~ijdd
where

with positions

3
= 5
rij

"

~ri

and

~rj

an be

ast in the form

#
!
5(~
µi~rij )(~
µj ~rij )
− (~
µi ~
µj ) ~rij − (~µi~rij )~µj − (~µj ~rij )~µi ,
2
rij

~rij = ~rj − ~ri

~µi

denotes the relative position of the parti les.

(4.1)

When

the dipole moments are perpendi ular to the plane of motion this equation
simplies to the form

3µi µj
F~ijdd =
nij .
4 ~
rij
Under su h

(4.2)

onditions the dipole-dipole for e Eq. (4.2) is isotropi

it always falls in the plane of motion parallel to the line

~nij

( entral),

onne ting the
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two parti les. (For an explanation of the notation see Fig. 4.1.) The for e
is repulsive for parti les of the same type and attra tive for dierent ones.
It is interesting to note that the binary dipolar monolayer is rather similar
to an ensemble of

harges where the intera tion for e de reases faster than

the Coulomb for e.
Our measurements presented in Chapter 3 have shown that the a tion
of the embedding liquid on the parti les

an be

hara terized by the Stokes

drag

d~ri
,
F~ihyd = −αi
dt
where

d~ri /dt

denotes the velo ity of parti le

pends on the radius

Ri

(4.3)

i.

The drag

oe ient

of the parti les and on the vis osity

η

αi

de-

of the liquid

αi = 6Ri πη .
The parti les are assumed to be deformable bodies whi h
ea h other during their motion. To
elasti

apture the nite size of the parti les an

for e is in luded between overlapping parti les

Hertz's

an overlap

rij < d

a

onta t law

~ pp = −kpp ((Ri + Rj ) − rij ) 32 ~nij = −kpp f~dd ,
F
ij
ij
where

ording to

kpp

is a material dependent

to the parti le-parti le
portional to the

3/2

onstant and the supers ript

′ pp′ refers

onta t. This equation shows that the for e is pro-

power of the overlap distan e, whi h

from the Lamé equations of elasti

bodies. The value of

δ = d − rij

remains always small

the overlap

(4.4)

(for

rij < d)

an be obtained

k is set su h that
δ ≪ d. Sto hasti

for es are not in luded in the model, so traje tories of parti les are deter-

ministi . The parti le system is supposed to be fully dissipative, hen e, the
equation of motion simplies to a rst order dierential equation system

1 X ~ dd kpp
d~ri
=
Fij −
dt
αi
αi
j

X

f~ijpp,

i = 1, ..., N.

whi h is solved numeri ally to obtain the traje tories
of the parti les [2℄. Sin e no sto hasti

(4.5)

rij <Ri +Rj

~ri (t), i = 1, . . . , N

for es are introdu ed in the equa-

4.2

Initial

onguration and boundary

onditions
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tion of motion Eq. (4.5), the traje tories of the parti les are

ompletely

deterministi , disorder is solely introdu ed by the randomness of the initial
onguration.

N− parti les of dipole
moment µ+ pointing upward (+), and dipole moment µ− pointing downward (−), respe tively. The partial on entrations of the omponents φ+
2
2
and φ− are dened as the overage φ± = N R± π/L , whose ratio provides
the relative on entration φr = φ− /φ+ = N− /N+ . The total parti le on2
2
2
entration φ is dened analogously φ = φ+ + φ− = (N+ R+ π + N− R− π)/L .
The parti le size dispersity σ in the system is hara terized by the ratio of
the two radii σ = R− /R+ . In the model the magnitudes µ+ , µ− of dipole
A model system of

moments

N

parti les

onsists of

an be freely varied whi h

N+

and

aptures up to some extent the ee t

of frequen y tuning in the experiment of Ref. [68℄.
omputer simulations we x
relative dipole moment.
ratio

σ

is varied in the

µ+

and vary the ratio

Similarly, the radius

R+

For simpli ity, in the

µr = µ− /µ+ , i.e.

the

is set to unity and the

al ulations.

4.2 Initial onguration and boundary onditions
The simulations always start from a random initial

onguration. In order

to ensure the disordered spatial stru ture of nite size parti les in the initial
state, rst point-like parti les are pla ed in a two dimensional square box of
side length

L randomly and independently with a uniform distribution.

the parti les are gradually blown-up,

i.e.,

Then

the parti le radius is gradually

in reased su h that after ea h in rement mole ular dynami s simulation is
performed taking into a

ount only the repulsive for e arising between the

overlapping parti les and the Stokes drag. To solve the equation of motion
of the parti les when generating the initial

onditions, we use a fth order

predi tor- orre tor method [2℄. As a result of the simulation all the parti le
an nd an equilibrium, overlap-free position.
until the parti le radius

R

This pro edure is repeated

rea hes the desired value.

introdu ed by the randomness of the initial

Disorder is solely

onguration, no random for es
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4 Theoreti al investigations

a)

b)

c)

N = 1000 parti les for
(a) φ = 0.1, (b) φ = 0.7, (c)

4.2. Figure: Examples of simulation results obtained with

σ = 1.0, φr = 1, µr = 1.0
φ = 0.5.

are taken into a

at dierent

on entrations

ount during the time evolution of the system (quen hed

disorder). An example of the initial

onguration obtained by the simulation

te hnique is presented in Fig. 4.2.
To simulate pro esses of binary dipolar monolayers the dipole moments
of the parti les are xed perpendi ular to the plane of motion.
to the dierent material's properties.

It implies that we

a

ording

ould model the

frequen y range of the experiments of Ref. [68℄ where dierent parti les
attra t ea h other. In most of the simulations the number of parti les
xed and the

on entration

the system size

L=

q

φ was

was

ontrolled by setting appropriate value for

N+ R2+ π+N− R2− π
. In order to redu e the surfa e ee ts
φ

in the simulation, we used periodi

boundary

simulation box is part of a larger system.
image

N

onditions, assuming that the
For simpli ity, the minimum

onvention was used su h that the system was surrounded by its

eight identi al

opies, whi h also implies that the dipole-dipole intera tion

was trun ated at the

uto distan e

rc = L/2

[2℄.

4.3 Computer simulations
In order to obtain the time evolution of the system, mole ular dynami s simulations were performed,

i.e.

we solved numeri ally the equation of motion

4.3

Computer simulations
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of the parti le system Eq. (4.5). For this purpose we implemented a
der adaptive Runge-Kutta method whi h provides an e ient and a

5th

or-

urate

treatment of the problem. For details of the method see Ref. [58℄. For the
preparation of the initial

ondition also mole ular dynami s simulations were

arried where a 5th order Gear Predi tor-Corre tor Method was applied due
to te hni al reasons [2℄. Representative snapshots of

omputer simulations

are presented in Fig. 4.2 whi h were obtained by varying the
of the parti les

σ = 1.

φ

when the other parameters were xed

on entration

φr = 1, µr = 1,

Further details of the simulations will be presented in subsequent

Chapters when dis ussing the resear h results.
The numeri al results are stored in su h a way that snapshots are made
about the system by saving all the relevant information of the parti les (position, velo ity, ...) at

ertain times. The data evaluation and analysis of

the simulation results were performed independently of the simulations. For
this purpose we worked out a

omputer program whi h analyzes the series

of snapshots (a few Gigabytes for a single simulation) and determines all the
quantities of interest su h as

luster stru ture, intera tion energy,

orrela-

tions fun tion, order parameter as it will be presented later. This separation
of the simulation and evaluation programs made possible an e ient use of
omputer resour es.

5 Chapter

Simple stru tures in binary
dipolar monolayers
It was observed in experiments [68℄ that at low

on entrations in binary

dipolar monolayers the parti les undergo a kineti

aggregation pro ess giv-

ing rise to
The o

hains and

losed loops (rings, polygons) of alternating parti les.

urren e of parti le rings has also been observed in magnetorheologi-

al uids [100, 39, 32℄

ontaining parti les of permanent magneti

moments

and in vibrouidized dry granular materials of dipolar parti les [79, 7℄ in the
absen e of external magneti

eld. In these systems however, the dipole mo-

ment of the parti les lies in the plain of the ring and the anisotropi
of the dipole-dipole intera tion makes possible the ring formation:
to a straight
ause the

nature

ompared

hain of aligned dipoles the ring is energeti ally favorable be-

losing of the two ends of the

hain overweights the energy loss

due to the misalignment of dipoles [100, 39, 32℄. Sin e
be ome rather ina tive in the system, they

losed loops of dipoles

an have a substantial ee t on

the long time evolution of stru ture formation pro esses of BDMs.
In the following we analyze the energeti s of

hain and ring formation

varying the number of parti les and the relative dipole moment of the two
omponents [90℄. The energy of

hains and rings

an be derived from the

5.1

Chains of dipoles
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intera tion energy of two dipoles

rij = |~ri − ~rj |

and

~µj

with positions

~ri

and

r~j

1
~i µ~j ) − 3 (µ~i n~ij ) (µ~j n~ij )] .
3 [(µ
rij

E=
Here

µi
~

(5.1)

denotes the distan e of the two parti les, and

unit ve tor pointing from parti le

j

to

i, i.e. ~ri − ~rj = ~nij rij .

dipolar monolayer the parti les of the two

omponents are

~nij

is the

In our binary
onstrained to

move in a plane and their dipole moments are xed to be perpendi ular to
the plane of motion.

In this

ase Eq. (5.1)

form

E=

µi µj
3 ,
rij

where the magnitude of dipole moments
and

µ−

orresponding to the two

an be redu ed to the simple

µi

(5.2)

an take two dierent values

omponents.

Details of the

µ+

al ulations

have been presented in Ref. [90℄.

5.1 Chains of dipoles
In BDMs anisotropi
parti le for es whi h

hain-like

lusters o

ur in spite of the isotropi

an be explained su h that at low

on entrations

interluster

stru tures are determined by the tenden y that parti les with parallel (oppositely) dire ted dipole moments try to maximize (minimize) their distan e.
The energy of a
ti les

hain

omposed of an even number

N

of alternating par-

an be written as a fun tion of the relative dipole moment

µr

in the

form

Ech = −µr
|

N −1
N −2
µ2+ X N − k 1 + µ2r µ2+ X N − k
+
,
d3
k3
2
d3
k3
k=1
{z
} |
{zk=2
}
E+−

where the dipole moment

µ+

(5.3)

E−− +E++

is assumed to be xed, furthermore, in the rst

and the se ond term the summation is restri ted to odd, and even values of

k,

respe tively.
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5.1. Figure: Energy of a bent hain divided by the number of parti les as a fun tion
of the bending angle

γ

obtained from Eq. (5.5) for

ongurations are also shown for

In Eq. (5.3) the rst term

N = 6.

For

larity, the parti le

γ = 1, π, 2π .

E+− denotes the intera

tion energy of dierent

types of parti les, while the se ond one is the sum of the intera tion energies
of the same type of parti les

E++ + E−− .

In the spe ial

ase of

µr = 1, when

oppositely oriented dipoles have the same magnitude Eq. (5.3) simplies to
the form

N −1
N −2
µ2+ X N − k µ2+ X N − k
+
d3
k3
d3
k3
k=1
k=2
|
{z
} |
{z
}

Ech = −

E+−

=

N −1
µ2+ X
N−
(−1)k
3
d
k3
k=1

(5.4)

E−− +E++

k

.

Sin e thermal motion is hindered by the relatively large parti le mass, when
a

hain is formed in the

olloid, it

annot reorganize itself to further de rease

its energy. We remark that the role of the Brownian motion of parti les in

5.2

Rings
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a)

b)

)

d)

e)

f)

PSfrag repla ements

5.2. Figure: Formation of a ring of alternating parti les starting from a random
onguration at

µr = 1, φr = 1,

and

φ = 0.125.

Two nearby

hains join and

reate

a ring.

the restru turing of
Ref. [12℄ for a single
tion fa ilitates the o

olloidal aggregates has re ently been demonstrated in
omponent system.

It was found that thermal mo-

urren e of loops and rings of parti les. When longer

hains are formed by the aggregation of shorter ones, usually they undergo
a straightening pro ess until they rea h the deepest energy given by Eqs.
(5.3) and (5.4).

5.2 Rings
In order to understand the appearan e of
observed in experiments we

al ulated how the energy of a

when it is gradually bent and nally
reasons a perfe t regular ring

losed loops of alternating parti les
hain

losed to form a ring. Due to symmetry

an only be an equilibrium

onguration when

both types of parti les have the same magnitude of dipole moment
that's why the following

hanges

al ulations are restri ted to this

µr = 1

ase. Under the

bending pro ess the parti les are assumed to lie always on a

ir ular ar
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a)

b)

PSfrag repla ements

(a) Energy divided by the number of parti les of a bent
N = 4, 6, 8, 10. Ech (γ = 0) and Ech (γ = 2π) provide the energy of a
hain and a perfe t ring, respe tively. (b) Comparison of hain and ring
as a fun tion of the number of parti les N . The energy dieren e of
ongurations disappears as N in reases.
5.3. Figure:

parameterized by the bending angle
to

2π

γ

whi h ranges from

( losed ring). Starting from Eq. (5.4) the energy

as a fun tion of

γ

an be

0

Ech

hain for
straight
energies
the two

(straight
of a bent

ast in the form for an even number

N

 γ 

N
−1
µ2+ sin3
X
N −k 
2N 
 γ  .
Ech (γ) =
(−1)k
3
d
sin3 k
k=1
2N

hain)
hain

of parti les

(5.5)

Ech (γ) is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 for N = 6 where the intera tion
energy of identi al E++ (γ) + E−− (γ) and dierent parti les E+− (γ) are also
The form of

shown separately.
of the

hain get

Sin e during the gradual bending pro ess the parti les

E++ + E−−
rease of the total energy Ech .

loser to ea h other, the sum of the energies

monotoni ally in reases, whi h results in an in
However, the intera tion energy
de reasing fun tion of

γ

whi h

parti les when surpassing a

E+− of dierent parti

les is a monotoni ally

an overweight the repulsion of identi al

ertain bending angle making the

losed ring to

be energeti ally favorable for the parti le system. It follows from the above
argument that a

hain of an even number of parti les

annot spontaneously

5.2

Rings
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PSfrag repla ements
a)

b)

)

e)

f)

g)

5.4. Figure:

d)

h)

Transformation of regular rings (upper row) of alternating parti-

les into regular polygons (lower row) when in reasing the relative dipole moment
starting from

µr = 1

for

N = 6 (a, e), N = 8 (b, f ), N = 10 (c, g),

and

N = 12

(d, h).

lose to form a ring due to the energy barrier. Instead, rings emerge starting
from a random

onguration by the aggregation of nearby

hains formed

with appropriate orientation as it is demonstrated by Fig. 5.2. In the gure
a magnied view of a region of a simulation box is presented where a ring
o

urred.

The gradual aggregation of parti les into

observed, whi h then merge and
energy of bent
It

an ni ely be

lose into a ring. Fig. 5.3(a) illustrates the

hains as a fun tion of

γ

for various number of parti les

N.

an be observed in the gure that the energy barrier for bending and the

dieren e of the
and

Ech (γ = 2π),

hain and ring energies,

de reases with in reasing
from energeti
hain.

i.e.,

de rease with in reasing

energies in Fig. 5.3(b) in a broad range of

a

hains

N

the dieren e of

N.

N , it

Comparing

Ech (γ = 0)

hain and ring

an be seen that the dieren e

and it disappears in the limit of large

N.

So

point of view there is no dieren e between a large ring and
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a)

b)

)

PSfrag repla ements

5.5. Figure:

Net-like stru tures of polygons obtained by

with parameter values

µr = 2.0, φr = 1,

and

omputer simulations

φ = 0.125.

5.3 Polygons
When in reasing

µr

in the model starting from a regular ring at

µr = 1,

the

ring stru ture gets distorted be ause parti les of the larger dipole moment
tend to in rease their distan e. At any value of
lie always on a

µr

both types of parti les

ir le, however, the radius is larger for parti les of the larger

dipole moment. Finally, the stru ture ends up in a regular polygon of
number

N/2, where parti

les of the larger moment are lo ated in the

orner
orners,

and the smaller ones are in the middle of the sides of the polygon.

The

transformation of regular rings into regular polygons of alternating parti les
with in reasing

µr

is demonstrated by Fig. 5.4.

In reasing the relative dipole moment
suddenly opens up into a straight
follows from our

µr

further, the polygon stru ture

hain or breaks up into short

al ulations that the

hains. It

losed loops of parti les observed in

the experiments of Ref. [69℄ must attain a spatial stru ture between the
perfe t ring and polygon

onformations. Sin e

losed loops (distorted rings)

emerge by the aggregation of appropriately oriented nearby
in the

ase of even number of parti les, it is a rather rare event depending

also on the
o

hains and only

ur at

on entration.

on entrations

Simulations showed that they most frequently

φ ≈ 0.125

with

φr = 1,

and

from the above arguments that polygonal stru tures

µr = 1.

It also follows

an o

ur in extended

5.3

Polygons

systems when
hains.
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µr > 1

and the

on entration is high enough to have merging

Computer simulations showed that polygons

an also form a net-

like stru ture and even an extended latti e whi h will be partly dis ussed in
Chapter 8 in the

ontext of mole ular

rystalline states. Figure 5.5 presents

representative examples of nets of polygons obtained at

φ = 0.125.
Fig. 8.4(a).

and

Figure 5.5(c) should be

µr = 2.0 φr = 1,

ompared to the latti e stru ture of

6 Chapter

Heteroaggregation phenomena
Binary dipolar monolayers provide a two-dimensional binary
where heteroaggregation

an be studied under well

olloidal layer

ontrolled

onditions.

It has been presented in Chapter 3 that our experimental te hnique overomes the di ulties of heteroaggregation experiments by allowing for dire t
opti al observation of single

lusters [93℄. In this Chapter we present a quan-

titative analysis of heteroaggregation in the two- omponent dipolar system
fo using on the kineti s of aggregation and on the stru ture of growing aggregates. The dire t opti al observation makes possible the pre ise tra king
of all

lusters and a detailed investigation of

luster dis rimination.

give experimental eviden e that growing dipolar aggregates have a
over from

ross-

hain-like to bran hed stru tures whose fra tal dimension is equal

with that of self-avoiding random walks and rea tion limited
aggregation. The average

luster- luster

luster size and average number of parti les have

a power law time dependen e where the dynami
the

We

exponents in rease with

on entration of parti les. One of the most important out ome of our

experiments is the

lear eviden e for

revealed a dierent behavior for
of parti les up to the
tions to observe

rossover

luster dis rimination,

lusters

i.e.

experiments

ontaining an even and odd number

luster size. We determine the optimal

ondi-

luster dis rimination in BDMs [93, 94℄. In the se ond part

of the Chapter we present

omputer simulations of aggregation phenomena

6.1

Pro ess of aggregation
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frag repla ements
a)
b)
)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
6.1. Figure:

(a, b, c, d)

The time evolution of

at the

on entration

Starting from the random initial
gate and form short
stru tures

hains

(b, f ),

for setup

(A)
(C) (e, f, g, h) at φ = 6.0%.

(a, e)

rst single parti les aggre-

luster- luster aggregation for setup

φ = 7.5% and

onguration

whi h then merge resulting in large bran hing

(c, d, g, h).

of BDMs. Under simplifying assumptions we also analyze the dynami s of
aggregation by analyti

means [90, 92, 106℄.

6.1 Pro ess of aggregation
Our experimental setup provides a simple realization of BDMs where heteroaggregation

an easily be studied under well

ontrolled

onditions. We

onsidered three experimental setups with the parameter sets

σ = 1; (B) µr = 2, σ = 1;

(A) µr = 1,

(C) µr = 1, σ = 1.5. The two omponents
had always the same parti le number φr = 1, while the on entration was
varied: in the rst two ases (A) and (B) three on entrations were onsidered φ = 5, 7.5%, and 10.5%, however, due to te hni al limitations in the
third ase only two dierent on entrations ould be realized φ = 4, 6%. At
ea h

and

on entration the experiments were repeated 10 times starting from

dierent random
by a digital video

ongurations.

The pro ess of aggregation was re orded

amera until a frozen state was attained where no fur-
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ther

hanges o

urred.

In su h a

Heteroaggregation phenomena

onguration either a single

formed whi h spaned the entire system (typi ally at higher
or the distan e of

luster was

on entrations)

lusters be ame so large that the dipolar intera tion was

not su ient to move them on the water surfa e (at low

on entrations).

The typi al duration of the experiments was 1-3 minutes depending on the
on entration.
Representative examples of the time evolution of the aggregating parti le
system

(A)

an be seen in Fig. 6.1 for setups

and

the gure that starting from the random initial

(C).

It

an be observed in

onguration (Fig. 6.1(a, e)),

rst single parti les move and aggregate forming short hains (Fig. 6.1(b, f )).
The single parti le intera tion Eq. (3.2) is isotropi , however, a
haves as an extended planar dipole resulting in an anisotropi
intera tion. As a

onsequen e,

ing o

urs not only at

hains. Comparing Figs.

an be seen, however, that as hains get longer merghain ends but also at internal parti les whi h gives

rise to bran hed planar stru tures. Note that
this relatively low

hain- hain

hains rotate on the water surfa e and try to

merge at their ending points giving rise to longer
6.1(c, g) and 6.1(d, h) it

hain be-

losed loops rarely o

on entration, even bran hed

ur at

lusters have always open

stru tures.

6.2 Stru ture of growing aggregates
S

In the snapshots extra ted from the movies, the

luster size

mined as the number of parti les in the

In order to

the stru ture of growing aggregates we
for ea h

S . The
S parti

lusters.

les

an be

hara terize

al ulated the radius of gyration

luster in the snapshots and averaged over
radius of gyration

was deter-

Rg

lusters of the same size

hara terizing the linear extension of a

luster of

al ulated as

Rg2 (S)

S
X
1
=
(~ri − ~rj )2 ,
S(S − 1)
i6=j=1

(6.1)

6.2

Stru ture of growing aggregates

6.2. Figure:

S(Rg )

obtained in experiments for the three experimental setups.

The slopes of the tted straight lines

where
size

S

~ri
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D1

and

D2

are summarized in Table 6.1.

denotes the position ve tor of parti le

i

in the

is plotted as a fun tion of the radius of gyration

three sets of experiments. It

luster. The

Rg

an be observed that in all

luster

in Fig. 6.2 for the
ases

S(Rg )

shows

a power law behavior

S(Rg ) ∼ RgD ,
where the exponent
Sin e small

D

is dierent for small

lusters have

D1 < D2 .

D1

and large

D2

luster sizes.

hain-like morphology while the large ones are

bran hed, the fra tal dimension of large
value

(6.2)

lusters have a signi antly higher

(The measured values of

D1

and

D2

are summarized in

Table 6.1 for the three experimental setups.) Data analysis revealed that in
spite of the
is

hain-like morphologies, the value of the fra tal dimension

D1

onsiderably larger than 1. The reason is that the surfa e fri tion at the

onta t of parti les and the absen e of thermal motion prevent bent
to relax to the energeti ally most favorable perfe tly straight
When nearby straight

a highly bent

hain o

ongurations.

hains merge with a large relative angle, typi ally

urs whi h has a low radius of gyration

to the perfe tly straight shape.
al ulations that the

hains

ompared

In Chapter 5 we have shown by analyti

losed loop

onformation has a deeper energy than
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Setup (A):µr

φ [%℄
5
7.5
10.5

D1 (∆D1 )

D2 (∆D2 )

1.36(0.05) 1.61(0.07)
1.36(0.05) 1.59(0.07)
1.36(0.05) 1.61(0.07)
Setup (B):µr

Heteroaggregation phenomena

= 1, σ = 1
Z(∆Z)
Z ′ (∆Z ′ )

0.46(0.04)

0.40(0.04)

0.58(0.05)

0.49(0.04)

0.98(0.09)

0.71(0.07)

= 2, σ = 1
Z(∆Z)
Z ′ (∆Z ′ )

φ [%℄

D1 (∆D1 )

D2 (∆D2 )

5

1.37(0.06)

1.62(0.07)

0.45(0.04)

0.34(0.03)

7.5

1.37(0.06)

1.63(0.07)

0.56(0.04)

0.47(0.04)

10.5

1.37(0.06)

1.63(0.07)

0.73(0.05)

0.54(0.04)

Setup (C):µr

φ [%℄

D1 (∆D1 )

= 1, σ = 1.5
D2 (∆D2 )
Z(∆Z)
Z ′ (∆Z ′ )

4

1.28(0.06)

1.55(0.07)

0.58(0.04)

0.49(0.04)

6

1.28(0.06)

1.55(0.07)

0.59(0.04)

0.55(0.04)

6.1. Table: Summary of the measured values of the fra tal dimensions D1 and D2 ,
′
and of the dynami exponents Z and Z for the three experimental setups. All the
quantities were averaged over 10 experiments. The errors are given in bra kets for
all the values.

straight

hains, however, an energy barrier prevents bent

[90℄. The interplay of

losing

onta t fri tion and bending rigidity results in stable

hains with high lo al bending angles (see Fig. 6.1).
the fra tal dimension of dipolar
more

hains from

ompa t morphology.

As a

onsequen e,

hains be omes larger than 1 indi ating a

It has to be emphasized that the value of

D1

agrees very well with the fra tal dimension of self avoiding random walks

DSAW = 4/3

in the two-dimensional embedding spa e

d = 2,

as it

an be

expe ted from the above argument [96, 95℄.
Our experiments revealed that the measured values of the fra tal dimensions

D1

and

D2

of binary dipolar

lusters are independent of the

on entra-

6.3

Dynami s of aggregation

tion

φ,

57

relative dipole moment

µr ,

and polidispersity

Table 6.1), however, the lo ation of the
regimes of dierent fra tal dimensions
dependen e. At low
all the

on entrations the

of the parti les (see

Sc

rossover point
and

D2

between the two

has a strong

rossover

on entration

annot even be observed,

D1 . In reasing the
i.e. Sc is a de reasing

lusters lie along the same power law of exponent

on entration the
fun tion of

φ

D1

σ

φ.

rossover point shifts downwards,

Due to te hni al reasons, we

in a broad range (at low

on entration

on entrations the small parti le number gives

rise to poor statisti s, while at high
lo ally o

ould not vary the

on entrations

φ > 15%

rystallites

ur, see also Ref. [93℄), thus from the experiments we

dedu e the fun tional form of

Sc (φ).

Above the

lose to the fra tal dimension of rea tion limited

DRLCCA = 1.59 ± 0.01

ould not

Sc when
D2 = 1.6 ± 0.07 falls

rossover point

bran hing dominates, the measured fra tal dimension

tion (RLCCA) where merging of

an

luster- luster aggrega-

lusters of dierent sizes is also allowed

[95℄.

6.3 Dynami s of aggregation
The snapshots presented in Fig. 6.1 have shown that as time elapses the
lusters get larger while their number de reases. The dynami s of the aggregation pro ess

nS (t)
age

an be

hara terized by studying the

whi h is the average number of

luster size

Sav

lusters of size

and the average number of

nS (t) as
P
nS (t)S 2
,
Sav (t) = PS
S nS (t)S

luster size distribution

S

at time

nc

lusters

t.

The aver-

in a given system

an be obtained from

and

nc (t) =

X

nS (t),

whi h are then averaged over samples of dierent random initial
Figure 6.3 presents
mental setups. It

Sav

and

nc

(6.3)

S

onditions.

as a fun tion of time for the three experi-

an be observed that in all

ases the

urves

an be well

tted by power law fun tional forms

Sav ∼ tZ ,

and

′

nc ∼ t−Z ,

(6.4)
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as a fun tion of on entration φ (a)
(b) by omputer simulations for the three experimen′
observed that Z(φ) > Z (φ) in all ases but in the dilute limit

6.4. Figure: Dynami

exponents

Z

0.0

and

obtained by experiments and
tal setups. It

an be

the dieren e de reases.

where the exponents

Z

and

Z′

hara terize the dynami s of aggregation. In

ea h experiment 20 snapshots were extra ted from the movies whi h made
possible an a

urate determination of

Z

and

Z ′.

In ea h setup the experi-

ments were repeated 10 times with dierent initial positions of the parti les.
The values of the dynami

exponents

Fig. 6.4(a) presents that the dynami
tion dependen e,

Z(φ) >

i.e.

both

Z

Z

and

Z′

are presented in Table 6.1.

exponents have a strong

′
and Z in rease with in reasing

on entra-

φ, furthermore,

Z ′ (φ) holds in all the three experimental setups. The Vi sek-Family

s aling theory of kineti

aggregation (see also Se . 2.2.1) predi ts for

nS (t)

the fun tional form

nS (t) ∼ s
where

s∗ (t)

f

is the typi al

fun tions [95℄.

nc (t) ∼

−2

A



s
∗
s (t)



∼t

−w −τ

s

g



s
∗
s (t)

luster size, furthermore,

f

,

(6.5)

g are s aling
Sav (t) ∼ s∗ (t) and
and

τ < 1 then
Z = Z ′ follows.

ording to the theory, if

[s∗ (t)]−1 , and hen e, the equality



Eq. (6.5) provides a good des ription for diusion limited

The s aling form
luster- luster ag-
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gregation phenomena [95℄.
observed inequality of

Z

In our

ase

Heteroaggregation phenomena

τ < 1

an be veried so that the

′
and Z implies that in the

on entration range we

onsidered in the experiments the Vi sek-Family s aling theory does not apply in its entire form for binary
the intera tion of

olloids. The values of

σ

lusters and

µr

σ

and

inuen e

has an additional ee t on the mobility

of the parti les (see also Chapter 3 and Ref. [93℄). It is interesting to note
that in reasing

µr

results in a redu tion of the dynami

exponents, while

the in reasing mobility of the parti les in reases the value of

Z

and

Z′

(see

Fig. 6.4(a)).

6.4 Cluster dis rimination
Figure 6.5(a) shows representative examples of

S=6

in the experimental setup

(B).

It

luster sizes up to

nc , the number of lusters
behavior: n1 (t) monotoni ally

lusters

omplex time dependent

de reases, while the number of

for

an be observed that in spite of the

power law de rease of the total number of
of a given size has a

nS (t)

lusters, whi h are

reated by merging of

small ones, has a bell shape with a maximum. It is important to note that
for large time values there is a
and odd

lusters:

nS (t)

lear dieren e between the behavior of even

has a slower de rease for odd

S

values than for

the even ones. The dieren e is more pronoun ed for small
for the large ones it slowly disappears.
be omes even more transparent when
dierent sizes

nS

at a given time

t.

This

luster dis rimination ee t

omparing the number of

lusters of

In Fig. 6.5(b) even-odd os illation of

an be observed whi h slowly disappears with in reasing
obtained

lusters, while

luster size

S.

nS
We

luster dis rimination in all the three experimental setups but the

most pronoun ed ee t o
A similar

urs in setup

(B)

with

µr = 2

and

σ = 1.

luster dis rimination ee t of heteroaggregation has been ob-

served in binary

olloids of oppositely

also shown that dis rimination o

harged parti les [44, 61, 62℄. It was

urs due to the long range intera tion in

the system and it is also related to the
lusters [44, 61, 62℄. In our system small

harge-neutral state of odd-even
lusters have

hain-like morphol-

6.4
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a)

b)

6.5. Figure: Cluster dis rimination in BDMs obtained in setup
dierent
of

luster sizes

lusters

nS

of size

S together with the total number of
S in the system at a given time t.

ogy whi h tend to merge at

(B). (a) nS (t) for
nc . (b) Number

lusters

hain ends due to the long-range anisotropi

hain- hain intera tion. Note that in setup

(B)

nation is more pronoun ed, both even and odd
shows that the morphology of

lusters is

where the

luster dis rimi-

lusters are  harged whi h

ru ial to understand the

luster

dis rimination in our system. Chains of an even number of parti les have
dierent type of parti les at the two ends, while odd
ones.

hains have identi al

This implies a higher rea tivity (a larger number of possibilities to

merge other

hains) for even

odd ones. When

lusters resulting in a faster de ay than for the

lusters develop bran hes the situation drasti ally

hanges.

S reening of the dipolar intera tion be omes stronger and the number of the
geometri al degrees of freedom for the merging of
lows from the above argument that
for

luster sizes below the

optimal
(high

Sc

value) and high

luster dis rimination

rossover size

onditions to observe

lusters gets larger. It fol-

Sc

ould be obtained

dened in Se . 6.2. Hen e, the

luster dis rimination are low

harge asymmetry (large

µr

value).

on entration
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6.5 Computer simulations
Computer simulations

an provide a more detailed insight into the aggrega-

tion pro esses of BDMs. Realisti

simulations

an

omplement the exper-

imental studies espe ially in those parameter regimes where measurements
are limited by te hni al di ulties.

We

arried out

for all the three experimental setups varying the total
broad range. In the

omputer simulations
on entration

φ

in a

al ulations the total number of parti les was xed to

N = 750 whi h provided a reasonable CPU time even
tration φ = 0.02 onsidered. At ea h parameter set

at the lowest

on en-

the simulations were

repeated 30 times, whi h resulted in a good statisti s and a higher a
of the numeri ally determined quantities

ura y

ompared to the measured ones

[92, 106℄.
Figure 6.6(a) presents the number of parti les
of the radius of gyration
of setup

S(Rg )

(A).

It

for several

of

lusters as a fun tion

on entration values in the

omposed of two distin t parts of power law fun tional form

Note that in our model of two dimensional dipolar monolayers

presented in Chapter 4 we did not introdu e fri tion for e for
parti les.
shorter

It has the
hains

onsequen e that parti le

an relax nearly to the straight

fra tal dimension

D1

of dipolar

hains falls

have a bran hing morphology whi h is
the fra tal dimension

D2

obtained by

the absen e of

hains formed by merging
onguration so that the

lose to 1. Large dipolar

D2 = 1.45 ± 0.05.

The fra tal dimensions

lusters

D1

and

omputer simulations have a signi antly lower value than

onta ts fri tion.

ompa t stru ture of

rossover

luster size

hain to the more

Sc

lusters in

an be seen in Fig. 6.6(a) that the

It

values of the two fra tal dimensions are independent of the
however, the

onta ting

hara terized by a higher value of

the measured ones, whi h indi ates a less

straight

ase

an be seen that similarly to the experimental results, the

urves are

Eq. (6.2).

Rg

S

on entration

where the transition o

φ,

urs from the

ompa t bran hed morphology, de reases with the

Sc was determined by tting power
laws (straight lines) to the two regimes of S(Rg ) where the interse tion point
on entration. The numeri al value of

Computer simulations

2

10

a)

b)

S

10
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6.6. Figure:

(a) The number of parti les S of lusters is presented as a fun tion of
Rg . Simulations were arried out for Setup (A). The dashed

the radius of gyration
and

ontinuous straight lines have slope 1 and 1.45, respe tively.

mass

Sc

was obtained as the

regimes of dierent slopes.
on entration

of the two

φ

(b)

The

rossover

where a straight line of slope

luster size

1.18 ± 0.05

Sc

as a fun tion of the

was tted to the data.

Sc . The rossover luster size Sc is presented in
tion of φ. Experiments and omputer simulations showed

lusters develop bran hes when

hains

an merge not only at

but also at internal lo ations. This internal merging
the length of growing
It follows that the
the

rossover

urves denes

Fig. 6.6(b) as a fun
that

The

rossing point of the straight lines tted to the two

hains be ome

rossover

an rst o

hain ends
ur when

omparable to the inter- hain distan e.

hain length

Sc

has a power law dependen e on

on entration

Sc ∼ φ−β ,
where the value of the exponents is

β = 1.0.

(6.6)
The value of the exponent

β = 1.18 ± 0.05 is in a reasonable agreement with the
(see Fig. 6.6(b)).
luster size Sav and the average luster number nc are pre-

obtained numeri ally
analyti

solution

The average

sented in Fig. 6.7 obtained by
mental setups. It

omputer simulations for the three experi-

an be observed that the numeri al results have a good
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6.7. Figure: Average luster size

nc (right olumn)
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Sav (left olumn)

and average number of

as a fun tion of time obtained by

three experimental setups.

lusters

omputer simulations of the

6.5

Computer simulations
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a)

b)

6.8. Figure: Cluster dis rimination obtained by
evolution of the

on entration of

omputer simulations.

(a)

The

lusters of a given size as a fun tion of time. Even

lusters de ay faster than the odd ones.

(b) The

on entration of

lusters at a given

time shows even-odd os illations.

agreement with the experimental ndings,

i.e.

both quantities

Sav

and

nc

have a power law behavior des ribed by Eq. (6.4). The deviations from the
power laws at large
system evolves the
luster is formed).
ble to vary

t

values arise due to the nite size of the system (as the

luster number be omes very small and nally a single
We emphasize that

omputer simulations make possi-

on entration of parti les over a broad range and provide a very

good statisti s whi h fa ilitates the determination of the dynami

Z

′
and Z . Figure 6.4(b) shows the dynami

from the analysis of Fig. 6.7 over the
It

an be seen that for high

values and the inequality
vealed that as the

Z(φ) =

exponents

Z

on entration range

exponents

′
and Z obtained

φ = 0.02 − 0.225.

on entrations the two exponents have dierent

Z(φ) > Z ′ (φ)

holds, however, the

al ulations re-

on entration de reases the two exponents be ome equal

Z ′ (φ). It follows that in the dilute limit the Vi sek-Family s aling

Eq. (6.5) is also valid for binary dipolar monolayers and the value of the
dynami

exponents falls

Analyzing the

lose to

0.2 − 0.25.

on entration of

lusters of dierent sizes,

omputer sim-
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ulations revealed a strong

luster dis rimination ee t supporting the exper-

imental results. In Fig. 6.8(a) a
time behavior of the
time value

t

the

lear dieren e

on entration

on entration of

showing that even

Heteroaggregation phenomena

nS

an be observed in the long

of even and odd

lusters has strong even-odd os illations

lusters have a higher rea tion rate and de ay faster than

the odd ones. Simulations also showed that the

luster dis rimination ee t

is strongly related to the morphology of aggregates,
hain-like
the

lusters. At a xed

lusters and disappears above the

i.e.

rossover

it o

urs only for

Sc

luster size

lusters be ome fra tal obje ts, in agreement with the experiments.

6.6 Analyti

onsiderations

In Fig. 6.4, it appears that the dynami

exponents be ome

lose to

0.2−0.25

in the dilute limit. This value is mu h smaller than that of other
luster aggregations, parti ularly that of attra tion-limited

This means that the dynami s of binary dipolar parti les
using a

hierar hi al model

[8℄ approa h similar to that

and Doi [74℄, in whi h only the two-body

2k − lusters is

onsidered at the

aggregation of

hains

the typi al

that all

kth

arried out by See

ollision between nearest neighbor

step of aggregation.

In fa t, be ause
luster- luster

rosses that of fra tal aggregates [92℄, we

two straight binary dipolar parti le
enter-of-mass distan e

r

eld [74℄.

annot be des ribed

−1 when the
luster size is of the same order as φ

lusters are straight hains if

luster-

luster- luster

aggregation of ele trorheologi al suspensions in a strong ele tri

the

when

φ < 1/N .

an

onsider

The potential energy between

hains of the same size

S = 2k

and of

is expressed as

U (r) = µ2

S X
S
X
(−1)n+m
,
[dnm (r)]3

(6.7)

n=1 m=1
where

dnm (r)

hain and the

is the distan e between the

mth parti

nth binary dipolar parti

le of the other. If

U (r) ∼

r ≫ S(R+ + R− )

[µS(R+ + R− )]2
,
r5

le of one

then

(6.8)

6.6

Analyti

and thus

onsiderations

Z = 2/5
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is derived using the theory of See and Doi [74℄.

value deviates from what we obtain,
demonstrates that in the

ase of the

dipolar parti les, the surrounding

Z(φ → 0) = 0.2 − 0.25.

This

This
learly

luster- luster aggregation of binary

lusters and their s reening ee t are not

negligible.
Studying aggregation phenomena in BDMs helps to a hieve a
hensive understanding of heteroaggregation phenomena in
iments and

omputer simulations showed that at higher

behavior of the system drasti ally
about 25 %, in the initial

hanges. When the

onguration there

ompre-

olloids. Exper-

on entrations the

on entration ex eeds

an be lo al regions with a

relatively high parti le density. When the parti les set in motion, in these
regions densely pa ked
talline order.

ompa t stru tures o

Further in reasing the

rystallize, where the symmetry of the

ur very rapidly with

on entration the entire system

rysan

rystalline latti e strongly depends

on the parameters of BDMs. In the next Chapter I present experimental and
theoreti al results on

rystallization pro esses in binary dipolar monolayers.

7 Chapter

Crystallization
The rst experimental investigations on binary dipolar monolayers of Ref.
[68℄ showed that at high enough

on entrations the parti le system rapidly

attains a frozen stru ture, whi h is typi ally
rystalline order.
Ref. [68℄

omposed of islands having

Due to the limitations of the experimental te hniques,

ould only provide qualitative information on

BDMs. In order to obtain a deeper insight into this
arried out experiments and
of the

rystal stru tures of

rystallization pro ess, I

omputer simulations exploring a broad regime

φ, the relative on entration φr and relative
omponents µr . The goal of my work was to reveal

on entration of parti les

dipole moment of the two
all latti e types whi h

an emerge in BDMs and to determine the parameter

regimes where they are formed [90, 92, 93℄.

7.1 Basi

ongurations

In order to understand the formation of

rystal stru tures in binary

olloids

and explore possible latti e morphologies beyond the square-pa ked one reported in Ref. [68℄, we
from whi h latti es

al ulated the energy of basi

an be built up.

The Basi

parti le

Congurations (BC) are

µ+ ) surrounded by
(BCV ) parti les of type

omposed of one parti le of type I (with dipole moment
2 (BCI ), 3 (BCII ), 4 (BCIII ), 5 (BCIV ), or 6

ongurations

7.1

Basi

ongurations
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BCII

7.1. Figure: Basi

BCIII

BCIV

BCV

ongurations of BDMs. Parti les are pla ed at the energeti-

ally most favorable lo ation around an oppositely oriented dipole.

II (with dipole moment
tions. The basi

µ− ) pla

parti le

In order to simply

ed at the energeti ally most favorable lo a-

ongurations of BDMs are presented in Fig. 7.1.

over also

ases where the dierent types of parti les are

inter hanged, the energy of BCs was

al ulated as a fun tion of

µr = µ− /µ+

µ+ = 1
#
" N −2
µ2+ µ2r X N − k − 1
− µr (N − 1) ,
EN (µr ) = 3
d
8
sin3 (kβ)
k=1

xing the value of

β = π/(N − 1)
3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

where

(7.1)

and the parti le number takes the values

EN (µr )/N is presented
values of N . It an be seen

The energy divided by the parti le number
Fig. 7.2 as a fun tion of

µr

for the possible

the gure that all the BCs are stable (have a negative energy) only in

µr

ranges between

exerted by the

0

max (N ) sin e with in reasing
and a µr

entral parti le is not enough to

repulsion of the surrounding ones.

Su h

µr

1. The upper bounds of stability

max (N )
su h as µr

BCV

≈ 16, 5.2, 2.4, 1.3, 0.8

ertain

the attra tion

ongurations where the

max (7)
be ause µr

entral

i.e. µr < 1 in

≈ 0.8 falls below

were obtained for

N = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

stru tures with alternating parti les

BCI forms the basis of hains and rings as
in Chapters 5 and 6. BCII gives rise to a Honey omb

an be built up:

it has been presented

in

an be determined exa tly from Eq. (7.1)

respe tively. Repeating the above basi
various stru tures

in

ompensate the mutual

parti le is surrounded by parti les of smaller dipole moment,
Fig. 7.2, are always stable ex ept for

N =

70
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The energy Eq. (7.1) divided by the number of parti les of basi

ongurations as a fun tion of
parti le

=

4

µr

for

N = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

For

larity, the

orresponding

ongurations are also presented.

latti e in whi h both types of parti les have three neighbors of the other
type, while

BCIII

leads to the square latti e.

like stru tures, no latti e
annot be

an be

BCIV

results only in ower-

onstru ted in this

overed by regular pentagons. Moreover,

ase sin e the plane

BCV

forms the basis of

a spe ial type of Honey omb latti e, in whi h parti les of the larger dipole
moment have

6

neighbors of the smaller one but parti les of the smaller

moment have 3 neighbors of both types. The overall morphology attained
by the entire parti le system at a given value of
the energeti ally most favorable basi
the parti les
have a
analyti

µr

is not ne essarily based on

onguration presented above, sin e

an freeze in lo al energy minima in the

omprehensive understanding of
al ulations I

arried out

onguration spa e. To

rystallization in BDMs, after the

omputer simulations and experiments.

7.2

Crystal stru tures
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a)

b)

φ+ = 1, φ− = 0. (a) In
N = 100 parti les were used in a square-shaped ontainer of side
length L = 500 mm. (b) Simulations were arried out with N = 500 parti les using
7.3. Figure: Triangular latti e of parti les obtained for

the experiments
periodi

boundary

onditions.

7.2 Crystal stru tures
Starting from a random initial
aggregate forming small
s opi

onguration of the monolayer, the parti les

lusters whi h then rapidly merge into a ma ro-

luster spanning over the entire system.

parti le-parti le intera tion the
tropi

whi h

In spite of the isotropi

luster- luster intera tion is highly aniso-

an result in trapping the parti les into lo al energy minima in

onguration spa e, espe ially when thermal motion is hindered by the relatively large parti le mass. Hen e, the relative dipole moment
on entration

φ

and the relative

on entration

φr

of

µr ,

the total

omponents together

determine the nal stru ture. Based on the energy of basi

ongurations

Eq. (7.1) and Fig. 7.2, it is possible to determine analyti ally regions of
and

µr

whi h are needed to obtain a

φ, φr ,

ertain latti e stru ture or aggregate

morphology.
In the experiments and
ture of
the

omputer simulations we observed that the stru -

lusters is not frozen,

i.e.

due to the isotropi

luster stru ture is quite exible, in

inter-parti le for es,

ontrast to parti le monolayers with
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b)

a)

7.4. Figure: For the parameter values
initial

onguration at high enough

µr = 1, φr = 1 starting from a random
φ the parti les rapidly form

on entrations

an extended stru ture with square pa ked
experimental

(a)

and simulation results

(b)

rystallites.

For

larity, both in the

we highlighted some plaquettes of the

square latti e stru ture.

in-plane dipoles where the anisotropi
more rigid [100℄. In our
two

dipolar intera tion makes the

ase the exibility has the

lusters

onsequen e that when

lusters approa h ea h other, they deform, fa ilitating the aggregation.

Furthermore, the subsequent aggregation steps

an result in rearrangements

of parti les rea hing deeper energy minima. Typi ally, the perturbation of
an aggregate by a parti le, joining the

luster with a non-zero velo ity, may

give rise to an avalan he of restru turing events. This me hanism helps the
ompa tion of
noise

lusters and the formation of

an also have a similar ee t,

in lo al energy minima in the

i.e.

rystalline latti es.

Thermal

it prevents the system to freeze

onguration spa e in reasing the degree of

rystallization when the temperature is not too high.
If one of the

omponents has a mu h higher

one (for instan e,

φ+ ≫ φ− )

at any

on entration than the other

on entration, due to the repulsive in-

tera tion of the identi al parti les a triangular latti e is formed with some
binary islands. The limiting

ase when only one of the

omponents is present
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f4(t)

7.2

(a)

7.5. Figure:

The two-point

orrelation fun tion presents well-dened peaks

orresponding to the square latti e stru ture.
parameter

φen

al ulated with

n=4

(b)

takes a value

The bond orientational order
lose to 1, whi h indi ates that

a large fra tion of the system has a square pa ked stru ture.

φ+ = 1, φ− = 0

is shown in Fig. 7.3, where a regular triangular latti e is

observed in simulations and experiments. In the experiments the parti les
line up along the rigid walls of the

ontainer whi h produ es a strong dis-

tortion of the symmetry of the system so that regular triangular stru tures
are mainly observed in the middle of the
At high

on entrations in BDMs typi ally binary latti e stru tures of a

high pa king fra tion
the highest

ontainer.

an be obtained, however,

overage (φ

≈ 0.9)

on entrations too

lose to

are disadvantageous be ause they prevent

parti le motion and result in freezing into lo al energy minima. Hen e, the
best square latti e stru tures

an be a hieved at

type of latti e whi h builds up from BCIII,
both types of parti les so that

φr = 1

and

φ ≈ 0.65 − 0.75.

This

ontains the same amount of

µr = 1

follows, see Fig. 7.4.

The parameter regime providing square latti es where ea h parti le has 2-2
neighbors of both types, agrees well with the experimental observation of
Ref.

[68℄.

dierent

The values of the parameters

hara terizing the emergen e of

rystalline stru tures are summarized in Table 7.1.
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a)

b)

7.6. Figure: Honey omb I latti e obtained by experiments
lations

(b).

For larity, a few plaquettes of the

In order to quantify the degree of
the

n-fold

Θ(.)
j

omputer simu-

rystalline order in BDMs, we

1 X 1 X
φen =
Θ(d − rj,k )einαj,k .
2N
Nj

onsider

Nj =

(7.2)

k

denotes the usual step fun tion (Θ(x)

otherwise) so that
parti le

(a) and

rystalline stru tures are highlighted.

lo al bond orientational order parameter with the denition

j

Here

Crystallization

P

k

Θ(rmax − rj,k )

= 1

for

x > 0,

and zero

is the number of neighbors of

(parti les with distan e smaller than the diameter

d).

Note that

in the simulations the tou hing parti les slightly overlap ea h other, hen e,
for them

ri,j < d

holds. In the exponent

between the pair ve tor

~rj,k

the bond angle in a perfe t
multiple of

π/n,

is the bond angle

and an arbitrary but xed dire tion

φe = 0 ree ts a ompletely disordered state of the system.
en in a given onguration an hara terize how
tual value of φ
rystalline latti e.

Sin e the absolute

value in Eq. (7.2) is taken before averaging over all parti les,

n-fold

Sin e

n-fold symmetry is always an integer
en = 1 in this ase. In
order parameter is φ

lose the stru ture is to the desired

to the

~e0 .

rystal with

the value of the

the opposite limit
This way the a

αj,k = ∠(~rj,k , ~e0 )

φen

is sensitive

arrangements of nearest neighbors around any parti les and is

7.2
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Structure

φ
φr
µr
0 − 0.9
−
−
0.65 − 0.75
1
1
0.45 − 0.50
1
≈ 2.5
0.80 − 0.82
2
2.5−
0.65 − 0.75
2
1.5 − 2.0
0.45 − 0.50 ≈ 2 − 2.5 2.5 − 4.5

triangular latt.
square latti e
Honey omb I
Honey omb II
quasi- rystal
super latti e

7.1. Table: The parameter regimes determining the nal stru ture of the system.
For explanation see the text. (In the rst row missing values of
that the system

onsists ex lusively of one

φr ,

and

µr

indi ate

omponent.)

insensitive to the spatial variation of the bond orientation over the system.
We also determined the density-density

orrelation fun tion

C(r)

with

the denition

C(r) =
where

ρ(~r)

1
N 2rπδr

X

ρ(~ri )ρ(~rj ),

(7.3)

r−δr/2<|~
ri −~
rj |<r+δr/2

is 1 if there is a parti le at

~r

and 0 otherwise. The

orrelation

fun tion is normalized so that for homogeneous disordered parti le arrangements

C(r) takes a

onstant value

lose to 1, while for

it has well-dened peaks at distan es
pair lo ations. The density-density
orientational order parameter

φe4

parti les. It

whose position

with a high probability of parti le

orrelation fun tion

√

C(r) has relatively

r = d, 2d, . . .

whi h are

sharp peaks

hara teristi

square latti e stru ture. For large inter-parti le separation
to 1 as it

and the bond

omputer simulations of a system with

an be observed that

orrespond to

C(r)

are presented in Fig. 7.5 for the square

latti e, whi h were determined by

N = 1000

r

rystalline stru tures

C(r)

for the

onverges

an be expe ted. The bond orientational order parameter

Fig. 7.5(b) rapidly

onverges to a value

φe4

in

lose to 1 whi h indi ates the high

degree of square pa ked order in the system.

The rst type of Honey omb latti e (Honey omb I) builds up from BCII
where ea h parti le has 3 neighbors of the other type, has not been observed
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a)

Crystallization

b)

7.7. Figure: At large enough relative

on entrations and relative dipole moments

the system rapidly orders into the Honey omb II latti e.
omputer simulations

(b)

experimentally earlier. However, our analyti
ergeti ally it

Experiments

and

al ulations showed that en-

an be favorable for the system in a

ertain parameter range.

Examples are presented in Fig. 7.6 whi h were obtained at

φr = 1

(a)

are in a good agreement.

by experiments and

omputer simulations.

For

φ = 0.5

and

larity, some pla-

quettes of the latti e are highlighted in the gure. Sin e the two types of
parti les have the same amount in the latti e, the relative

φr = 1. The basis of this stru
µr < 1, i.e. when a larger dipole is

BCII

on entration

φr

is set to unity

ture is

stable for

surrounded by 3 smaller ones.

However, to make the opposite

whi h is always

onguration (one small plus three large

µr has to be in reased above the stability limit of
BCIII
≈ 2.4), otherwise, the system ends up in a square
pa ked stru ture. µr ≈ 2.5 proved to be an ex ellent hoi e numeri ally to
make the Honey omb I latti e energeti ally more favorable than the square
latti e stru ture. Sin e the Honey omb I latti e has a relatively low pa king
fra tion, the initial on entration φ has to be set in the range φ = 0.45 − 0.5.
dipoles) more favorable,

max (5)
(above µr

In the experiments we

values of

µr ,

even at

ould also obtain Honey omb

µr = 1

I

stru ture at lower

setting the other two parameters as

φr = 1

and

Crystal stru tures
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f6(t)

7.2

7.8. Figure: The density-density
entation order parameter

N = 1000

were determined by

C(r) (a)

and the bond ori-

omputer simulations with

parti les. Both quantities indi ate a high degree of HCP order in the

monolayer.

φ ≈ 0.5.

orrelation fun tion

φe6 (t) (b)

However, in

the Honey omb

I

omputer simulations, a relatively small irregularity of

stru ture at

µr = 1

initiates a

ollapse into a square lat-

ti e a hieving a deeper energy. This dis repan y between the experimental
and theoreti al results
ment at the

an be attributed to the stati

fri tion in the experi-

onta t surfa e of the parti les, whi h stabilizes the stru tures

like in the pa king of granular materials. Stati

fri tion was also found to

have an important stabilizing ee t in experiments on magneti
with in-plane dipole moments [100℄. In the

monolayers

omputer simulations, no stati

fri tion was implemented [92℄, so the

entral inter-parti le for es allowed a

rearrangement of the whole system.

In the experiments of Ref. [68℄, the

Honey omb

I

latti e was not observed.

ele trohydrodynami

However, it was argued that the

ow of the embedding liquid plays an important role

in the stru ture formation, namely, it brings the parti les in the vi inity
of ea h other. Our experiments showed that su h a ow

an also generate

strong enough perturbation to destroy the lose stru ture of the Honey omb

I

latti e.
If the magnitude of the two dipole moments are dierent (µr

6= 1)

on-
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a)

b)

7.9. Figure:

(a)

Flower-like islands in a triangular latti e obtained by

omputer

φ = 0.5, φr = 5, µr = 2.0. (b) Quasi
symmetry (φ = 0.66, φr = 2, µr = 1.8).

rystalline

simulations at the parameter values
stru ture with lo al ve fold

entration u tuations easily lead to the formation of the se ond type of
Honey omb latti e (Honey omb

II ),

whi h has a hexagonal- losed-pa ked

(HCP) stru ture, where parti les of the larger dipole moment have 6 neighbors of the other type, and the ones with smaller dipole moment have 3
neighbors of both types.

The highest portion of the system was found to

rystallize into Honey omb
of the

II

at

φ ≈ 0.80 − 0.82

with the ratio of

omponents and with high enough asymmetry of the magnitude of

dipole moments

µr ≈ 2.5,

whi h is needed to prevent the system to

lize lo ally into the square pa ked stru ture. The
results

φ

rystal-

orresponding simulation

an be seen in Fig. 7.7(b), whi h are in a ni e agreement also with

the experiments of Ref. [68℄. In the experiments (Fig. 7.7(a)) the
tion

φr = 2

had to be lowered

sin e at higher

ompared to the simulations to the range

on entrations the stati

the system almost in the initial
The density-density
tional order parameter

on entra-

fri tion of the parti les stabilizes

onguration preventing

orrelation fun tion

φe6

φ ≥ 0.7,

C(r)

rystallization.

and the bond orienta-

were also determined for the Honey omb

II

7.2

Crystal stru tures

latti e by
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omputer simulations with

served in Fig. 7.8(a) that

r = d, 2 cos (π/6)d, . . .

C(r)

N = 1000

parti les.

It

an be ob-

exhibits sharp peaks with the lo ations

orresponding to the HCP stru ture of the latti e.

The bond orientation order parameter rapidly
lose to 1, whi h indi ates a high degree of

onverges to a

onstant value

rystalline order with

6-fold

symmetry.
Besides the
stru tures

rystalline latti es under

ertain

onditions some pe uliar

an also emerge in BDMs. If the relative dipole moment

the formation of

BCIV , quasi-

rystalline ordering

ve-fold symmetry, sin e the plane

annot be

overed by regular pentagons.

a large fra tion of the monolayer. In a slightly dierent

µr ≈ 2.0

ower-like islands

latti e. When the relative dipole moment
the

on entration and the relative

of Honey omb

II ,

an be observed in a triangular

µr

so- alled super stru tures

is even higher (

µr > 2.5)

but

an be observed in the

olloid.

rystalline morphology, instead they

hara terized by long straight binary

small

on entration when

on entration do not favor the emergen e

These stru tures do not have ordered
are

an even span

ontext quasi- rystals

of dipole have re ently been studied in Ref. [73℄. At low
is high and

favors

an be obtained with lo al

Figure 7.9 presents an example of su h quasi- rystallites whi h

φr

µr

hains whi h

rystalline islands as we illustrated in Ref. [90℄.

onne t disordered or

8 Chapter

Mole ular rystals
In Se tion 2.3.2 we have presented that novel
reported for

rystalline states have been

olloids intera ting with two-dimensional periodi

substrates

[66, 4, 46, 67, 72, 1℄. In this Chapter we show that in binary dipolar monolayers (BDM)

rystalline states analogous to

olloidal mole ular

emerge without the appli ation of an underlying periodi
mers of BDMs are the basi
whi h are bounded

parti le

rystals

substrate. The

an

n-

ongurations presented in Se . 7.1,

ongurations of parti les with oppositely oriented per-

manent dipoles. The formation of su h dipolar

n-mers

requires some initial

external assistan e but then they behave as rigid bodies against external
perturbations up to the level of the binding energy without any additional
onning potential (substrate). We show that a large variety of mole ular
rystalline states obtained in

olloids by integer lling of periodi

substrates

an be re overed in BDMs, furthermore, the translational degrees of freedom give rise to additional stru tures not observed with traps.
the absen e of

onning substrates has the

zero temperature binary dipolar mole ular
lifetime

tc

However,

onsequen e that at any nonrystals (BDMCs) have a nite

whi h is a de reasing fun tion of both the temperature and sys-

tem size. An advantageous feature of binary dipolar

n-mers, in

potential appli ations, is that their mutual intera tion

reasing their

an be modulated by

varying the relative dipole moment and the dispersity (parti le size) of the

8.1

Intera tion of trimers
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α1

α2

PSfrag repla ements

r

8.1. Figure: The relative position and orientation of trimers (BCI)
by the

two

enter-to- enter distan e

r

and the two angles

α1

and

hara terized

α2 .

omponents whi h also addresses the possibility of targeted assembly

of stru tures [65, 63, 64℄. At high enough temperature, trimers aggregate
and form

lusters of square latti e stru ture, analogously to the freezing-

by-heating transition observed in various types of systems [22℄. The details
of this work

an be found in Ref. [91℄.

8.1 Intera tion of trimers
Basi

parti le

ongurations have been introdu ed in Se tion 7.1 in order to

analyze the formation of

rystalline latti es in BDMs. Setting appropriate

values for the relative dipole moment
behave as

n-mers

an underlying

of

(N ), BCs remain stable and
µr < µmax
r

olloidal mole ular

rystals without the appli ation of

onning substrate. Note that su h a system of identi al BCs

does not emerge spontaneously in a BDM starting from a random initial
mixture of the two
dipole moment

µr .

omponents with a relative

on entration

φr

and relative

The formation of a large number of BCs of the same type

needs external assistan e,

e.g.

they

an be fabri ated by mi ro-manipulation

te hniques.
In order to understand the formation of mole ular

rystalline stru tures

in BDMs, the intera tion of identi al BCs has to be analyzed.
lyzes

n-mers of CMCs as in Ref. [1℄ with the
max (N ).
varying µr in the range 0 < µr < µr

an be performed similarly to

additional degree of freedom of

This ana-
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(a)

8.2. Figure:

α2 = π/2

µr = 1.0.

barrier exists with height

Sin e the basi

r

for several values of
For the

Vmax

µr . (b) V (r)

6

7

α1 = 0,

for dierent relative

ase of perpendi ular orientation a potential

and lo ation

rmax .

ongurations have a dis rete rotational symmetry, the in-

tera tion of the same type of BCs depends not only on their
distan e

5

Intera tion of trimers with a xed relative orientation

as a fun tion of

orientations at

4

r/d

r but also on their relative orientation.

presentation is restri ted to the simplest
relative orientation

an be

In the following the detailed

i.e.

ase of BCIs,

onne ting the

trimers, whose



α1 , α2 ∈ − π2 , + π2

hara terized by the angles

of their symmetry axis with the line

enter-to- enter

enter of their middle

parti le, see Fig. 8.1 for the denition of variables. Following the arguments
of Ref. [1℄, in the intera tion potential
angular dependen e

U (r, α1 , α2 )

of trimers the radial and

an be fa torized into a produ t as

U (r, α1 , α2 ) ∼ V (r) cosh(ξ cos α1 ) cosh(ξ cos α2 ),
ξ
8.2(a)

where the multipli ation fa tor
parti le diameter
a tion

V (r)

d.

Figure

depends both on the distan e

r

and the

demonstrates the radial part of the inter-

of two trimers at a xed relative orientation

for several values of the relative dipole moment

µr .

It

α1 = 0, α2 = π/2

an be observed that

µr in the range µr ≥ 0.5 the intera tion an hange from
(3) ≈ 16.0
µr = 0.5 to purely repulsive 1.4769 < µr < µmax
r

varying the value of
purely attra tive

(8.1)

8.1

Intera tion of trimers

U/U(5d, /2, /2)

3.5
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a)

b)
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(a) Angular dependen
r = 5d with µr = 1.0. The

8.3. Figure:
distan e

upper and lower

(b)

The parameter

as a fun tion of

9

10

11

12

13

14

e of the intera tion of trimers pla ed at a
value of

urves, respe tively, while

numeri al results, while the
(8.1).

8

r/d

2

ξ

α2

α1

was xed to

0

and

π/2

for the

was varied. The symbols show the

ontinuous lines were obtained by tting with Eq.

of the angular

omponent of the intera tion potential

r/d.

with a transient regime where short range attra tion and long range repulsion exist

0.5 < µr < 1.4769.

separated by an energy barrier
pend on the value of
for the

µr .

The attra tive and repulsive regimes are

Vmax

at the position

rmax ,

whi h both de-

The energy barrier is also illustrated in Fig. 8.2(b)

ase of perpendi ular orientation. The fun tional form of the long

range dependen e of the intera tion potential is
Note that for

µr < 0.5

V (r) ∼ 1/r 3

in all

ases.

the middle parti les of trimers dominate the ra-

V (r) whi h an again be purely repulsive or
attra tive-repulsive. Figure 8.2(b) shows that ontrary to the perpendi ular
orientation (α1 = 0, ±π/2 and α2 = ±π/2, 0), for head-to-head (α1 = 0 and
α2 = 0) and parallel orientation (α1 = ±π/2 and α2 = ±π/2) of trimers the
intera tion is purely repulsive at any µr . The dependen e of the intera tion
of the trimers on their relative orientation is illustrated in Fig. 8.3(a), where
dial part of the intera tion

an ex ellent agreement of the numeri al results and analyti
be observed. The multipli ation fa tor

ξ

of

V (r)

predi tions

an

in Eq. (8.1) is a de reasing
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fun tion of

r/d whi

rystals

h indi ates the weakening of the anisotropy of the inter-

a tion at larger distan es (see Fig. 8.3(b)). It follows from Eq. (8.1) that for
xed positions of two trimers the lowest angular

ontribution is provided by

the parallel orientation, while the head-to-head orientation is energeti ally
the most disadvantageous. The perpendi ular orientation is also favored by
trimers with a lo al energy minimum. Note that in the

al ulation of the

intera tion potential the trimers were treated as a rigid linear obje ts, no
deformation was allowed.

8.2 Crystalline latti es of trimers
We explore the possible

rystal stru tures of trimers by means of

omputer

simulations of the monolayer setting the initial parti le positions based on
the above analyzes of the trimer potential Eq. (8.1). It has to be emphasized
that starting from a perfe tly random

onguration of the two- omponent

mixture, the parti les do not form

n-mers,

o

lusters as it has been presented in Chap-

urs resulting in growing dipolar

instead, an aggregation pro ess

ter 6 and in Refs. [90, 94, 92, 106℄. Hen e, in the simulations we

reated the

trimers by hand in su h a way that in the initial state trimers were pla ed
into an ordered stru ture based on the potential Eq. (8.1). Then the parti les were randomly displa ed independently of ea h other within a
of diameter

dr = d.

ir le

The pla ement of trimers and randomization of the

parti les' position pra ti ally substitute the substrate in the initial state of
the simulations. Latti e stru tures of a high degree of positional and orientational order were obtained by

omputer simulations relaxing the system

by solving the equation of motion of the parti les Eq. (4.5) without thermal
noise [2℄ as it has been dis ussed in Se tion 4.3.

µr where trimers of perpendi
0.5 ≤ µr < 1.4769, a regular square

In the range of
ea h other

trimers of perpendi ular orientation are pla ed
onguration

r0 < rmax .

adja ent trimers. In Fig.

ular orientation

an attra t

latti e stru ture emerges if
lose enough in the initial

r0 denotes the initial distan e of the
8.4(a) the two dierent types of parti les

Here

enter of
(up and

8.2

Crystalline latti es of trimers
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a)

b)

c)

d)

PSfrag repla ements
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8.4. Figure:

A bounded

rystal of trimers with

µr = 1. (a)

Mole ular

µr = 1 at dierent values of the
ax and verti al dire tion ay : (b) ax = ay =
(d) ax = 4d, ay = 8d.

rystalline states of trimers obtained with
latti e spa ings in the horizontal

5d, (c) ax = 5d, ay = 10d,

and

down dipoles) have two and four neighbors of the other type, respe tively.
Su h a binary
energy. For the

rystal is a bounded state of the system with a negative total

µr = 1 was used whi h gives rise to rmax ≈ 2.6d
r0 was set to r0 = 2.4d.

al ulations

so that the initial distan e
Colloidal mole ular

rystals with positional and orientational order emer-

ge in the parameter regime

0.5 < µr < µmax
(3),
r

when the trimers are

initially pla ed in the repulsive range of the intera tion
propriate orientation.

r0 > rmax

Several types of latti e stru tures

with ap-

an be obtained

whi h minimize the overall repulsion of trimers provided that the system
is

onned by an external potential sin e no substrate is used.

First, we

onsider trimers with perpendi ular relative orientation of the neighboring
ones in a square box of side length
boundary

L

ensuring the

onnement by periodi

onditions. For stability reasons, in the simulations an even num-
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n

of trimers has to be pla ed in ea h row and

the rst and last trimers in rows and

olumn of the latti e,

a = L/n

it holds

i.e.

olumns have perpendi ular relative

orientation (see Fig. 8.4(b)). The value of
the latti e spa ing

rystals

n has to be
that a > rmax ,

hosen su h that for
see also Fig. 8.2(a).

After the initial positioning of trimers we again randomly displa ed all the
single parti les in a
The mole ular

ir le of diameter

dr = d

around their original position.

rystalline latti e in Fig. 8.4(b) was obtained by

omputer

simulations starting from the randomized initial state at the parameter values

µr = 1.0, n = 10, a = 5d.

Simulations revealed a rapid

the system to the highly ordered
diameter of randomization

dr

onvergen e of

onguration of Fig. 8.4(b). In reasing the

over

∼ 1.5d,

however, no trimers are formed,

instead the parti les of dierent trimers mix up with ea h other and the
system undergoes an aggregation pro ess forming

lusters of dipoles simi-

lar to Chapter 6. The limit value of the diameter of randomization
be

onsidered as the  apture distan e of trimer

depends on

r0 .

dr

reation, whi h of

an

ourse

Note that the only dieren e between the initial states of

omputer simulations in Fig. 8.4(a) and Fig. 8.4(b) was the value of
the initial lo ation of the

r0 , i.e.

enter of trimers before randomization.

Varying the number of trimers in the horizontal

nx and verti

al dire tions

L, i.e. tuning the orresponding latti e spa ings ax
and ay (both in the range ax , ay > rmax ) at a xed µr , further stru tures an
ny

at a xed system size

be obtained whi h have been predi ted for periodi
Contrary to

n-mers

BDMs not the ratio

of repulsive

β = ax /ay

arrays of traps [66, 1℄.

olloid parti les on periodi

of the two latti e spa ings

ax

substrates, in

and

ay

but their

a tual values determine the optimal latti e stru ture due to the form of
For the two

ases Figs. 8.4(c), (d) the

V (r).

omputer simulations started from the

same initial state, namely, trimers were rst put into the ordered stru ture
of Fig. 8.4(c) with parallel orientation, then the parti les were randomized
inside a

ir le of diameter

dr = d.

In Figs. 8.4(c) and 8.4(d) the same ratio

β = 2 and µr = 1 are used but the dierent values of the latti
5d, ay = 10d and ax = 4d, ay = 8d give rise to dierent stru

e spa ings

ax =

tures. Sin e no

8.3

Brownian dynami s simulations

positional
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onnement is applied, the translational degrees of freedom

result in mole ular

rystals not observed with substrates as in Fig. 8.4(d),

where in the stable state of the system
respe t to ea h other by the distan e
high aspe t ratio

an

β≫1

onse utive

≈ 2d.

the deepest energy

olumns are shifted with

Simulations revealed that for
onformation is provided by the

latti e stru ture of Fig. 8.4(c).

8.3 Brownian dynami s simulations
Mole ular dynami s simulation solving rst or se ond order dierential equation systems des ribed in Chapter 4, provide traje tories of parti les

i = 1, ..., N

undergoing deterministi

(4.5) does not

ontain any sto hasti

~ri (t),

motion. The equation of motion Eq.
for e, randomness is introdu ed only

by the random initial parti le positions and velo ities. This approa h provides a satisfa tory des ription of the system when the thermal motion of
parti les is hindered, for instan e, by the large parti le size and low temperature. However, in

ertain parameter regimes of BDMs thermal noise

have a substantial roll in the time evolution of the system whi h

an

annot be

aptured by the simulation te hniques presented in Chapter 4.
In order to study the ee t of thermal noise on the stru ture formation
of binary dipolar monolayers (BDM) we

arried out Brownian dynami s

simulations by solving the Langevin equation

~
mi~¨r i = F~i + ζ,
where

F~i

denotes the systemati

dipoles and by the

(8.2)

for e on parti le

onta ting parti les, and

due to the nite temperature of the

ζ~

i

exerted by the other

is the sto hasti

for e arising

arrier liquid. Parti le positions

r~i

are

obtained using the Euler s heme

~ri (t + ∆t) = ~ri (t) +
where ea h

omponent

D ~
Fi (t)∆t + ∆~riG ,
kB T

(8.3)

G of ∆~
∆riα
riG is sampled from a Gaussian distribution,
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with the density fun tion

p(x) = √
The mean of the

G )2
(∆riα

omponents

parti le, whi h is
the parti les a

G
∆riα

holds.

kB

tively.

and

is zero (m=0), while for their varian e

In Eq. (8.3)

ording to the Stokes-Einstein relation

D=
Here

(8.4)

∆t denotes the time step used in
the equation of motion. D is the diusion oe ient of a
al ulated from the solvent vis osity η and the size R of

= 2D∆t

the integration of

(x−m)2
1
e− 2σ2 .
2πσ

T

kB T
.
6πηR

denote the Boltzmann

(8.5)

onstant and temperature, respe -

The unit of length in the system is the parti le diameter

the unit of time

τ

τ =
E3 (µr )

is dened as

in units of the binding energy

d

and

d2 /D. We measure the temperature
of trimers at the given

µr

used,

i.e.

T∗

= kB T /E3 (µr ) is the dimensionless temperature. In the simulations the
time step ∆t should be at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the
hara teristi time s ale τ . We set ∆t = 0.01τ from whi h the temperature
range a

essible at a given parameter set of the model

an be determined.

(For further details of the simulation te hnique see [2℄.)

8.4 The ee t of thermal noise
Sin e no periodi

substrate is applied, the

olloidal mole ular states of bi-

nary dipolar monolayers are purely based on the minimization of the repulsive intera tion of

BCs.

It follows that BDMCs

perturbations. In order to study the stability of the
tal with respe t to thermal ex itations, we

an be very sensitive to
olloidal mole ular

arried out Brownian dynami s

simulations of trimer systems as des ribed above. Simulations were
out starting from the

rys-

arried

ompletely ordered latti e of trimers of Fig. 8.4(b)

varying the temperature in a broad range. Brownian dynami s simulations
revealed that the binary dipolar mole ular

rystals are instable states of the

8.4
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a)
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8.5. Figure: Traje tory of parti les obtained by Brownian dynami s simula-

T ∗ starting from the trimer latti e of Fig.
8.4(b). The traje tories are followed up to the same time t in (a) and (b).
∗
At the lower temperature T = 0.03 the rystalline order an be re ognized
be ause t is smaller than the orresponding lifetime t < tc of the latti e (a),
∗
while at the higher temperature T = 0.15 the rystalline order is already
lost t > tc . (c) The average displa ement δr of parti les from their original
position as a fun tion of time for the temperature of (b). The straight line
tions at two dierent temperatures

has slope 1/2.

monolayer,

i.e.

nite lifetime.

at any non-zero temperature

T∗

the

rystalline order has a

To demonstrate the degradation of positional and orienta-

tional order of BDMCs at nite temperatures, we present the traje tory of
parti les in Figs. 8.5(a), (b) a

∗
ent temperatures T1
ontour plots

= 0.03

∗
(Fig. 8.5(a)) and T2

learly show that at the lower temperature the

der prevails, while at the same time
stru ture is already lost,
form

t at two dier= 0.15 (Fig. 8.5(b)). These

umulated up to the same time

i.e.

t

rystalline or-

at the higher temperature the

rystal

some trimers ex hange parti les or merge to

lusters whi h diuse over the entire system. To

bility of parti les in the system we

hara terize the mo-

al ulated the average displa ement of

parti les

E1/2
D
δr(t) = (~r(t) − ~r0 )2
,

(8.6)
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8.6. Figure:

-110
0.0

of the

T∗

rystalline state presented in Fig. 8.4(b) as

µr = 1. Data
ollapse is obtained by res aling tc by the number of trimers Nt . The slope
of the straight line is 2.5. (Note the log-log s ale of the gure.) (b) Energy
Etot of the system of Nt = 100 trimers of Fig. 8.4(b) as a fun tion of T ∗ . (c)
a fun tion of temperature

for dierent system sizes

Nt

at

Thermal noise driven aggregation of trimers. At high enough temperatures

T ∗ > Tc∗ ,

large

lusters are formed with square pa ked stru ture. The inset

shows a magnied view of a single

luster where the internal stru ture

an

be observed.

measured from their original positions

~r0

h· · ·i
8.5(c)

as a fun tion of time. Here

i = 1, . . . , N . Figure
presents δr as a fun tion of time for the setup of Fig. 8.5(b). A power law
1/2 asymptoti ally with an exponent 1/2, whi h
relation is revealed δr ∼ t
denotes the averaging over all the parti les

shows that after the order is lost in the system the parti les undergo diusive
motion.
Sin e BDMCs are purely based on repulsive intera tions, the
the latti e o
lifetime

tc

ollapse of

urs as a relatively sudden event whi h results in a well-dened

of the

rystalline stru ture.

We measured the lifetime of the

BDMC presented in Fig. 8.4(b) at

µr = 1 for three dierent system sizes Nt
∗
varying the temperature T . The number of trimers Nt was hanged together
with the side length

L

of the simulation box keeping the latti e spa ing

ax = ay = 5d xed. It an be observed in Fig. 8.6(a) that in the limiting ase
T ∗ → 0 the lifetime diverges tc → ∞ sin e the rystalline stru ture is stable

8.4

at
of
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T ∗ = 0 temperature, while in reasing T ∗ gives rise to a rapid de rease
tc . The temperature range in Fig. 8.6(a) is determined by omputational

reasons, namely, at high temperature the lifetime be omes very short, only
a few time-steps of the simulations, while at low temperature
whi h implies very long simulation times.
that in reasing the system size

Nt

Nt , the

diverges

Computer simulations showed

at a xed temperature, the lifetime of the

latti e de reases. Figure 8.6(a) presents that res aling
power of

tc

tc

urves obtained at dierent system sizes

by an appropriate
an be

ollapsed on

ollapse in Fig. 8.6(a) obtained

the top of ea h other. The good quality data

with the s aling transformation reveals the power law fun tional form

tc ∼ Nt−β T ∗−α ,
where

α = 2.5 ± 0.2

and

β = 1.6 ± 0.15

(8.7)

were measured numeri ally. The

temperature range on the double logarithmi

plot is rather limited, however,

the good quality of the tted straight line supports the power law form Eq.
(8.7). We also

he ked the numeri al results on semi-logarithmi

learly showed that

tc

plot, whi h

is not an exponential fun tion of the temperature so

that the observed behavior of the lifetime of the

rystalline state

annot be

des ribed by an Arrhenius type law. It follows that at a xed temperature
starting from an ordered stru ture, the system is in a mole ular
state up to time tc , while for
or small dipole

t > tc

T∗

rystalline

a gas-like state is obtained where trimers

lusters slowly diuse due to their repulsive intera tion.

For the parameter regime where the trimer intera tion has a short range
attra tion and the temperature is high enough so that the trimers
the energy barrier

Vmax

but still remain stable

Vmax < kB T < E3 (µr ),

the diusive regime of the system a very interesting transition o
the trimers over ome the energy barrier
short range attra tion and form

Vmax ,

an ex eed
in

urs. When

they aggregate due to the

lusters redu ing the overall energy of the

system, see Fig. 8.6(c). Figure 8.6(c) presents a snapshot of the aggregating
system at the temperature
parti les inside the

T ∗ = 0.2,

where it

an be observed that the

lusters rearrange and tend to organize into a square

latti e stru ture, whi h provides the lowest energy

onguration at

µr = 1
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[92, 93, 106℄. This aggregation and ordering is driven by the thermal noise
analogously to the

freezing-by-heating

transition observed re ently [22℄. We

Etot of the ensemble of trimers starting from
the latti e stru ture of Fig. 8.4(b) at µr = 1 in the steady state attained
∗
after long time relaxation t > tc (T ) when the rystalline state is lost, as
∗
a fun tion of the temperature T . In Fig. 8.6(b) the riti al temperature
Tc∗ ≈ 0.06 of thermal noise driven aggregation an be identied by the
∗ < T ∗ the trimers do not aggregate just
sudden de rease of Etot . For T
c
∗
diuse in the system after the rystalline order is lost t > tc (T ). Sin e the
relative on entration of oppositely oriented dipoles for trimers is 2 : 1, the
measured the total energy

intera tion of growing

lusters be omes purely repulsive and the aggregation

Etot

in Fig.

orresponds to the temperature where the largest

lusters

stops so that the size of
8.6(b)

∗
at T

≈ 0.17

lusters is limited.

ould be a hieved whose surfa e is

The minimum of

overed by the dipoles of the higher

on entration.
Colloidal mole ular

rystals intera ting with periodi

substrates show

a two-step melting me hanism: when in reasing the temperature rst the
orientational order gets lost while the

olloids are still

onned, then the

positional order disappears at a higher temperature when the parti les get
delo alized over the substrate. In BDMCs the absen e of
has the

onsequen e that su h two-step melting

and positional orders are strongly

moment

n-mers

is that their intera tion

an be tuned up to some extent by varying the relative dipole

µr

and the dispersity

omponents. Changing also the
...) one

ur, orientational

oupled and get lost at the same time.

A very interesting property of dipolar
potential

annot o

onning substrate

an design

σ

(i.e. relative size of parti les) of the two

omposition of

n-mers (trimers, quadromers,

omposite parti les with a desired intera tion potential

for the purpose of dire ted self-assembly [65, 63, 64℄.
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Summary
Binary dipolar monolayers are two- omponent
tion of parti les is

olloids in whi h the mo-

onstrained to the two-dimensional plane. The parti les

have an indu ed or permanent dipole moment whose dire tion is xed to be
perpendi ular to the plane of motion with opposite orientation for the two
omponents. In the framework of my Ph.D. I

arried out a detailed experi-

mental and theoreti al investigation of the stru ture formation pro esses in
binary dipolar monolayers.
I worked out an experimental te hnique whi h provides a straightforward
and

ontrollable realization of binary dipolar monolayers with parti les of

oppositely oriented dipole moments

onstrained to be perpendi ular to the

plane of motion. In the experimental setup ma ros opi
stru ted by atta hing metal parti les of

parti les are

ylinder shape to swimmers. The

metal parti les are magnetized so that they have a permanent magneti
ment parallel to their axis.
major roles in the setup:

The swimmers are

(i)

on-

they ensure the

mo-

ork dis s whi h have two
onnement of the

ompos-

ite parti les to the air-water interfa e (oating) redu ing also the fri tion
for e,

(ii)

they prevent ipping

onstraining the dipole moments to be per-

pendi ular to the plane of motion. The two

omponents of the system are

realized by the two opposite orientation of the dipole moments of the parti les whi h are set by hand when preparing the initial

onguration. My
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experimental method over omes several di ulties of the te hniques used
in the literature,

i.e.,

ele tro-hydrodynami

there is no need for an external driving eld, hen e,
ee ts are

ompletely eliminated, there is no sliding

fri tion with the substrate, the initial

ondition is well- ontrollable. Due to

the large parti le size the thermal motion is hindered so that the parti les
move along deterministi
easily a

traje tories. The time evolution of the system is

essible by dire t opti al observations making possible a quantita-

tive analysis of stru ture formation pro esses.
I introdu ed a model of binary dipolar monolayers whi h takes into a ount all the relevant intera tions in the parti le system.
spheri al parti les are

In the model

onsidered whi h have a point-like dipole moment in

the middle. The parti les move in two dimensions under the a tion of the
dipole-dipole for e with dipole moments xed to be perpendi ular to the
plane of motion. The

arrier liquid only exerts a Stokes drag on the parti-

les. The nite size of the parti les is

aptured by introdu ing a repulsive

onta t for e between the tou hing parti les in the form of the Hertz
law. Sin e thermal motion does not play a
the model system is obtained by

onta t

ru ial role, the time evolution of

omputer simulations solving numeri ally

the equation of motion of parti les (mole ular dynami s) without
ing thermal noise. In order to study the stability of mole ular
respe t to thermal u tuations, I also developed a

onsider-

rystals with

omputer simulation pro-

gram to solve the Langevin equation of the parti les (Brownian dynami s)
whi h expli itly

aptures the ee t of thermal noise. Besides the

simulation programs, I also worked out a

omputer

omputer program pa kage for the

evaluation of the experimental and simulation results.
I pointed out that at low

on entrations

φ ≤ 25% BDMs undergo kineti

aggregation, whi h also represents an interesting spe ial
gregation phenomena of

olloids.

lusters are fra tals whi h show a

Experiments revealed that the dipolar
rossover from the universality

self-avoiding random walks to the more
rea tion limited

ase of heteroag-

lass of

ompa t bran hing morphologies of

luster- luster aggregation. The dynami

exponents of the
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average

luster size and

luster number are in reasing fun tions of the

on-

entration with an in reasing dieren e so that Vi sek-Family s aling only
holds in the dilute limit. Computer simulations are in a good quantitative
agreement with the experimental ndings.
the absen e of
ompa t

Additionally, I showed that in

onta t fri tion of the parti les, the growing

lusters are less

hara terized by a lower value of the fra tal dimension.

I showed experimentally and by means of
aggregation pro esses of BDMs

omputer simulations that in

luster dis rimination o

urs,

i.e.,

lusters

of an even and odd number of parti les have a dierent time dependent
behavior. Even

lusters have a higher rea tion rate than the odd ones leading

to even-odd os illations of the

on entration of

phenomenon in terms of the morphology of
anisotropi
to the

intera tion.

rossover

lusters.

I explained the

lusters and their long-range

I showed that dis rimination

an be observed up

luster size, and the higher relative dipole moment of the

omponents leads to a more pronoun ed dis rimination ee t.
My experiments and
entrations

φ > 25%

omputer simulations revealed that at higher

rystallization o

ponents form various types of planar

urs,

i.e.,

parti les of the two

onom-

rystal latti es. I showed analyti ally

that in a mono-disperse parti le system the out ome of stru ture formation is determined by three parameters: depending on the value of the total
on entration

φ

of the parti les, and on the relative

µr

relative dipole moment

of the two

on entration

an be obtained. I determined

analyti ally the parameter regimes of dierent latti e types and

ru ial role in

rystallization.

The experiments and

odi

array of traps,

substrate.

The

rystals observed in

omputer simulations

predi tions.

I showed that in binary dipolar monolayers
olloidal mole ular

on luded

ow dis ussed in the literature does not play a

are in a good agreement with my analyti

to

and

omponents triangular latti e, square

latti e, and two-types of honey omb latti es

that ele tro-hydrodynami

φr

rystalline states analogous

olloids intera ting with a peri-

an emerge without the appli ation of an underlying

n-mers

of BDMs are bounded

ongurations of parti les
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with oppositely oriented permanent dipoles whose intera tion depends both
on their distan e and relative orientation. I

arried out a detailed analysis

of trimer latti es and pointed out that the translational degrees of freedom
leads to novel stru tures not observed with substrates. Brownian dynami s
simulations revealed that at nite temperatures the mole ular

rystalline

stru tures are instable states of BDMs whose lifetime is a de reasing fun tion of both the temperature and the system size. For trimers there exists a
riti al temperature
resulting in

Tc

above whi h thermal noise driven aggregation o

urs

lusters of square latti e stru ture, analogously to the freezing-

by-heating transition.
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Összefoglalás
A bináris dipoláris vékonyrétegek olyan kétkomponens¶ kolloidok, amelyekben a része skék mozgása egy síkra korlátozódik. A része skék indukált, vagy
permanens dipólmomentummal rendelkeznek, amelynek iránya a mozgás
síkjára mer®legesen rögzített s a két komponens esetén egymással ellentétes.
Doktori dolgozatom keretében a bináris dipoláris vékonyrétegekben lejátszódó struktúraképz®déssel járó folyamatok kísérleti és elméleti vizsgálatát
végeztem.
Kidolgoztam egy kísérleti eljárást, amely lehet®vé teszi a bináris dipoláris
vékonyrétegek kontrollált el®állítását és részletes kvantitatív vizsgálatát. A
kísérletek során makroszkopikus méret¶ része skéket állítottam el® úgy, hogy
henger alakú felmágnesezett fém része skéket parafa korongokhoz rögzítettem.

A parafa korongoknak két fontos szerepe van a kísérletek során:

(i)

egyrészt biztosítják a kompozit része skék vízfelszinen történ® úszását, azaz
a része skék súrlódásmentes kétdimenziós mozgását,

(ii) másrészt megakadá-

lyozzák a része skék átbillenését, így rögzítve a dipólusok irányát a vízfelszínre mer®legesen. A rendszer két komponenséhez tartozó része skék dipólmomentuma ellentétes irányítottságú, amelyet a kezd®feltétel létrehozásakor
kell beállítani. Ezzel az egyszer¶ kísérleti eljárással sikerült kiküszöbölni az
irodalomban használt mérési módszerek problémáinak jelent®s részét: módszeremmel nin s szükség küls® gerjeszt® térre, így sikerült teljesen kikü-
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szöbölni a hordozó folyadék elektro-hidrodinamikai áramlását; a része skék
gyakorlatilag súrlódásmentesen mozognak; a kezd®állapot el®állítása minden részletében kontrollálható. A rendszerben a viszonylag nagytömeg¶ része skék determinisztikus mozgást végeznek, a h®mozgás elhanyagolható. A
rendszer id®fejl®dése optikai módszerekkel jól követhet®, ami lehet®vé teszi a
bináris dipoláris vékonyréteg struktúraképz®déssel járó folyamatainak részletes kvantitatív vizsgálatát.
Bináris dipoláris vékonyrétegek elméleti vizsgálatára bevezettem egy realisztikus modellt, amely gyelembe veszi a rendszer releváns köl sönhatásait. A kétdimenziós modellben a része skéket gömbök reprezentálják, amelyek közepébe pontszer¶ dipólust helyezek a mozgás síkjára mer®legesen
rögzített iránnyal.

A beágyazó folyadék hatását a Stokes fékezési er®vel,

a része skék véges méretét pedig a Hertz féle kontaktus törvénnyel veszem
gyelembe. Mivel a h®mozgás nem játszik fontos szerepet, a rendszer id®fejl®dését a determinisztikus mozgásegyenletek numerikus megoldásával, azaz
molekuláris dinamikai szimulá ióval állítom el®. A dipoláris vékonyrétegben
lehetséges molekuláris krisztályok el®állítása, amelyek nagyon érzékenyek a
perturbá iókra.

Molekuláris kristályok termikus gerjesztésekkel szembeni

stabilitásának vizsgálatára kifejlesztettem egy Brown dinamikai szimulá iós
programot, amely már a szto hasztikus er®ket is gyelembe veszi. A szimuláiós programok mellett kidolgoztam egy adatfeldolgozó program somagot is
a szimulá iós és kísérleti eredmények kiértékelésére.
Kimutattam, hogy a bináris dipoláris vékonyrétegben ala sony kon entrá ió esetén aggregá iós folyamatok játszódnak le, amelyek egyben érdekes
megvalósítását adják az úgynevezett hetero-aggregá iós folyamatoknak. Kísérleti eszközökkel feltártam, hogy az aggregá ióval létrejött dipoláris klaszterek fraktálok, amelyek struktúrája átmenetet mutat az önelkerül® bolyongás univerzalitási osztályából a reak iólimitált klaszter-klaszter aggregá ió
osztályába. Azt találtam, hogy az átlagos klaszterméret és klaszter darabszám dinamikus exponensei a kon entrá ió növekv® függvényei, és aVi sekFamily skálázás

sak a híg kolloid határesetben teljesül.

A számítógépes
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szimulá iók jó egyezést mutatnak a kísérleti eredményekkel. Az összevetés
egyik eredményeként kiderült, hogy az érintkez® része skék súrlódása kompaktabb klasztereket eredményez, amit ala sonyabb fraktáldimenzió jellemez.
Kísérleti és elméleti eszközökkel megmutattam, hogy bináris dipoláris
vékonyrétegek aggregá iós folyamatai során úgynevezett klaszter-diszkriminá ió lép fel, azaz a páros és páratlan számú része skét tartalmazó klaszterek
id®fejl®dése különböz®. Páros számú része skét tartalmazó klaszterek reakió képessége nagyobb a páratlanokénál, ami a klaszterkon entrá ió párospáratlan osz illá ióira vezet. A klaszterek morphológiája és hosszúhatótávolságú, anizotróp köl sönhatása alapján magyarázatát adtam a jelenségnek.
Sikerült megmutatni, hogy diszkriminá ió

sak a lán szer¶ klaszterekre, azaz

sak az univerzalitási osztályok közötti átmeneti klaszterméretig gyelhet®
meg, továbbá a komponensek növekv® relatív dipólmomentuma er®sebb effektust eredményez.
Kell®en nagy kon entrá ió esetén a dipoláris vékonyrétegben kristályosodási folyamat gyelhet® meg:

véletlenszer¶ kezd®feltételb®l kiindulva a

két komponens része skéi nagyon gyorsan változatos szerkezet¶ síkbeli kristályrá sokba rendez®dnek.

Analitikus számolásokkal megmutattam, hogy

a struktúra-kialakulás végállapotát a rendszer három paraméterének értéke
határozza meg:

a része skék teljes kon entrá iójától, továbbá a két kom-

ponens relatív kon entrá iójától és relatív dipólmomentumától függ®en a
része skék háromszögrá sba, négyzetrá sba és kétfajta méh-sejt rá sszerkezetbe rendez®dhetnek.

Analitikusan megadtam az egyes rá stípusokhoz

tartozó paraméter tartományokat, továbbá arra a következtetésre jutottam,
hogy az irodalomban használt kísérleti te hnikák az elektro-hidrodinamikai
áramlás miatt nem teszik lehet®ve az ala sony s¶r¶ség¶ méh-sejt rá s meggyelését.

Kísérleti és szimulá iós eredményeim jó egyezést mutatnak az

analitikus számolásom eredményeivel.
Kimutattam, hogy bináris dipoláris vékonyrétegben létrejöhet olyan molekuláris kristályszerkezet, amelyet korábban kolloidokban optikai

sapdák
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sak létrehozni. A dipoláris vékonyréteg

n-mer-

jei (épít®kövei) ellentétes irányítású dipólusok kötött kongurá iói, amelyek távolság és irányfügg® köl sönhatást mutatnak. Részletesen elemeztem
trimerek köl sönhatását és feltártam, hogy a transzlá iós szabadsági fokok
miatt bináris dipoláris vékonyrétegekben olyan molekula-kristályos szerkezetek is létrejöhetnek, amelyeket optikai

sapdákkal nem lehet meggyelni.

Brown-dinamikai szimulá iókkal kimutattam, hogy ezek a molekula kristályok véges h®mérsékleten instabilak, nem nulla h®mérsékleten véges életid®vel
rendelkeznek.

A kristályos állapot életideje a h®mérsékletnek és a rend-

szer méretének hatványfüggvényeként

sökken, ami egyszer¶ Arrhenius tí-

pusú viselkedéssel nem magyarázható. Olyan paraméterek mellett, amikor
a trimer-trimer köl sönhatás vonzó és taszító tartománnyal is rendelkezik,
egy kritikus h®mérséklet fölött termikus zaj hajtotta aggregá ió lép fel négyzetrá sos szerkezet¶ klasztereket eredményezve, az úgynevezett melegítéssel kiváltott fagyás-hoz hasonlóan.
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